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ABSTRACT 

Super-resolution of imagery is an image restoration problem in which the goal is to 

recover attenuated spatial frequencies from diffraction-limited images. In this disser

tation we consider the limits on super-resolution performance in terms of usable band

width of the restored frequency spectrum. Based on a characterization of the spectral 

extrapolation errors (viz. null objects), we derive an expression for an approximate 

bound on accurate bandwidth extension for the general class of super-resolution algo

rithms that incorporate a-priori assumptions of a non-negative, space-limited object. 

For super-resolution of sampled data, we show that it may be possible to achieve 

significant bandwidth extrapolation depending on the relationship between sampling 

rate, optical cutoff frequency, and object extent. Simulation results are presented 

which substantiate the derived bandwidth extrapolation bounds. 

Given the existence of oscillatory restoration artifacts, we present several artifact 

suppression techniques as adjuncts to a Poisson maximum a-posteriori (MAP) super

resolution algorithm developed by Hunt. It is shown that "resolution kernels" can 

be used to accomplish artifact-free restoration with limited bandwidth extension. To 

achieve increased bandwidth extension, a smoothness constrained MAP estimator 

is derived which demonstrates substantial artifact reduction in the restoration of 

natural scenes. It is shown that the constrained Poisson MAP estimator combines a 

Poisson image observation model with a specific form of Markov random field object 
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prIor. Several simulation results demonstrate the artifact suppression capabilities of 

the regularized algorithms. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The subject of this dissertation is the seemingly innocuous equation 

(1.1 ) 

and the solution thereof. This is the celebrated "Fredholm integral equation of the 

first kind" , so named for the pioneering work of I. Fredholm in the early 1900's. While 

(1.1) is frequently encountered in analyses of physical problems, and is interesting 

in its own right in purely mathematical terms, our interest in this equation is as a 

model for image forming systems. A fundamental result from the scalar theory of 

optical diffraction (cf. [1]) states that equations of this type can be used to relate 

an optical wave field illuminating an object plane to the resulting optical wave field 

observed in an image plane. If we consider f( e, Tf) to be a collection of independent 

point radiators (point sources) emitting spatially incoherent light, and if g(x, y) is 

a (Fraunhofer) diffraction pattern collected in the image focal plane of an optical 

system, then h(x, e, y, Tf) is termed the incoherent point spread function (PSF) and 

we write 

(1.2) 
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(See [2] Chapter 11 for a detailed treatment.) This equation relates a two-dimensional 

object radiance distribution, f(e,1/), defined in the object plane (e,1/) to a two

dimensional image irradiance field, g( x, y), defined in the image plane (x, y ). It 

is assumed that the object radiance distribution is non-zero only within the rectangle 

[a, b] x [c, d] of the (e, 11) plane. The problem considered herein is to estimate f (e, TJ ) 

given the measured image g(x,y) and the point spread function h(x,e,y,l1). This is 

the classical "mathematical inverse problem" applied to image forming systems [3]. 

Researchers have identified several variations of the imaging inverse problem. The 

most general terminology associated with this problem may be image recovery [4). 

Image recovery is an encompassing term that includes the study of image restora

tion, image reconstruction from projections, and super-resolution of imagery. Each 

of these fields is concerned with the solution of (1.1) or (1.2). Image reconstruction 

from projections (or tomography) is often encountered in medical and geological ap

plications. An object of interest is imaged into one-dimensional profiles (intensity 

projections) acquired at several different angles. The problem is to estimate the 

object from this set of projections. Medoff [5] provides a detailed analysis of this 

problem in the framework of (1.2). We do not specifically address the tomography 

problem herein, although tomography is currently the most active applied area of im

age recovery reseal"ch (cf. [6], [7], [8]). Note that the imaging modalities encountered 

in tomographic applications are usually not optical (e.g., X-ray, microwave, positron 
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emission). Although all of the examples given herein are of optical images, many of 

our results are independent of imaging modality. 

The field of image restoration is primarily concerned with removing the effects of 

blur and noise from an image. Classically, image restoration addresses removal of 

distortions such as motion blur and out-of-focus blur [9]. The field of image super

resolution is also concerned with blur removal, but only the specific blur associated 

with the phenomenon of diffraction. In this sense, super-resolution is a specialized 

sub-field within the broader study of image restoration. While any super-resolution 

technique can be considered a form of image restoration, we will show that the most 

widely used image restoration techniques (linear shift-invariant filters) are not super

resolving. 

To specialize C1.2) to the super-resolution problem, we make several assumptions 

that are often true for modem optical image forming systems. We assume that the 

image plane is coincident with the focal plane of the system (Le., the image is "in 

focus"), that the optical components are fabricated without aberrations, and that 

the object and image planes are stationary with respect to one another during the 

image acquisition interval. Under these assumptions, we model the system PSF as 

being shift invariant and simplify (1.2) to the form of a convolution integral 

g(x, y) = lb ld hex - e, y - TJ)fCe, TJ )dedTJ = (h * 1)(x, y). (1.3) 

The notation (h * 1) (x, y) indicates that the convolution of functions hand f is 

evaluated at the point (x,y). From (1.3) it is clear that shift-invariance implies 
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that g(x,y) is the superposition of PSF images, shifted and weighted based on the 

distribution of the point sources in the object plane. 

The assumptions listed above are encompassed by the term diffraction-limited 

imaging. That is, a diffraction-limited imaging system produces an image that is a. 

filtered version of the object, perhaps altered by random noise. Under the assumption 

of incoherent illumination, it can be shown [2] that the diffraction limited PSF is a 

low-pass filter with a corresponding optical transfer function (OTF) in the spatial 

frequency domain given, within a multiplicative scale factor, by 

H(u, v) oc. p(x,y) * p*( -x, -y)l=u,y=v (1.4) 

where, u and v are spatial frequencies associated with the x and y directions, p(x, y) is 

the system exit pupil function, and superscript * denotes complex conjugation. Since 

the OTF is computed as a deterministic autocorrelation, it is known to be Hermitian 

with a maximum value at H(O, 0). For the systems considered herein, the exit pupil is 

a clear aperture and the optical system is assumed lossless in transmitting photons. 

Thus, p(x,y) and H(u,v) are real quantities and H(O, 0) = 1. The final point to be 

made about the diffraction limited OTF is that an absolute system cutoff frequency 

exists. This is apparent from (1.4) and the assumption that p( x, y) is a clear aperture 

of finite area (i.e., a "zero-one" function). For example, a circular aperture with 

diameter d results in an optical cutoff frequency We that equals d times an optical 

system constant (a function of wavelength, and the F-number of the system). All 

object spatial frequencies greater than We will be completely attenuated by the optical 
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system. (We use We to refer to the radius of the smallest circle that encloses all non

zero frequencies in H( u, v).) 

We are now in a position to be specific in our definition of the super-resolution 

problem. First, we discuss what is mea'lt by resolution. The applicable English 

language meaning of the word "resolve" is "to separate (something) into constituent 

parts" [10]. In the context of optical image forming systems, the "something" is an 

image of two point sources. Consider a diffraction limited system with a circular 

aperture function. The PSF function is the well known Airy disk [11], an example of 

which is shown in Figure 1.1a. If an object consists of two point sources, its image 

will be the sum of two Airy patterns at positions corresponding to the locations 

of the point sources in the object plane. If the distance between the point sources 

is small relative to the size of the Airy disk, the disks will overlap - partially or 

nearly completely depending on the separation of the point sources. Due to the 

radial symmetry of the Airy disk, the point source image can be fully described by 

the one-dimensional profile of Figure 1.1b. Assuming unity image magnification, the 

separation of the peaks of the Airy profiles is equal to the separation of the point 

sources. Figure 1.1c shows the situation in which the point sources are just close 

enough so that it is no longer possible to visually distinguish the two point sources 

in the image, i.e. it is no longer possible to visually resolve the point sources. The 

definition of resolution, Ra , depicted in Figure l.lc is referred to as the Sparrow 

resolution of the system. A more commonly used definition of an optical system's 
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Figure 1.1: Point source imaging and definitions of resolution 
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resolution, and the definition that we will normally use, is the Rayleigh resolution [11]. 

The Rayleigh resolution, R, is defined as the distance that two point sources must 

be separated so that the peak value of one of the Airy disks is spatially coincident 

with the first null of the other Airy disk. This is depicted in Figure l.lb. It is well 

known that 

R = l.22f}../d (1.5) 

where f is focal length, }.. is wavelength, and d is diameter of the circular aperture. 

That is, the minimally resolvable object spacing is inversely proportional to. the di

ameter of the system aperture. Note thai a "high resolution" imaging system is one 

for which R is comparatively small i.e., it is possible to discern small details in the 

image. Therefore, increased d results in higher-resolution imagery. 

Given a definition of resolution, the notion of super-resolution follows easily. The 

prefix "super-" is defined as "a degree exceeding a norm" [10}. Therefore, super

resolution is attainment of resolution beyond the norm i.e., being able to discern two 

point sources in an image even when they are spaced closer than R (or RIl ). We are 

given an image acquired from a system with known resolution and we wish to process 

the image in a manner such that the resolution of the processed image exceeds the 

system resolution. This is the super-resolution problem. Since resolution increases 

with d and since d is directly proportional to wc, increased resolution requires an 

increase in Wc. Exposition of the super-resolution problem with regard to We is aided 

by analysis in the spatial frequency domain. 
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Figure 1.2: Frequency domain effect of diffraction 
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From the convolution theorem of Fourier analysis (cf. [2]), (1.3) is represented by 

the following relation in the Fourier domain 

G(u, v) = H(u, v)F(u, v). (1.6) 

(Note: upper case letters are used to indicate spectral quantities and lower case 

letters indicate spatial quantities.) To make this transformation from (1.3) we have 

assumed that the limits of integration can be extended to ±oo. In doing so we have 

assumed that a) the object f(e,TJ) is of finite (bounded) spatial extent, b) the image 

g(x,y) does not contain light from any other object in the (e,TJ) plane, and c) the 

object contains finite energy i.e., J(e, TJ) is square integrable. (An image may have 

to be "cropped" to satisfy assumptions a) and b).) Assumption a) leads directly to 

the well known result that F( u, v) is an analytic function [1]. This means that for all 

objects of non-zero energy, there exist arbitrarily large values of u and v such that 

the spectrum F(u,v) will be non-zero. We have pointed out that H(u, v) possesses 

a finite cutoff frequency We such that no frequencies of magnitude greater than We 

can appear in the image spectrum. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The objective 

of super-resolution is to process the acquired image such that some object spectral 

content beyond the system cutoff is recovered. Thus, a more general terminology 

for this problem is the "spectral (or bandwidth) extrapolation" problem [12]. Super

resolution typically means that, in addition to bandwidth extrapolation, the passband 

spectral attenuation induced by H( u, v) is also corrected during the processing. The 

objective of super-resolution, then, is to accurately recover the spectrum of f( e, TJ) 
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up to some frequency We (the extended frequency). This form of super-resolution 

is sometimes referred to as "object-field reconstruction" [13]. Such an ambitious 

goal is not always pursued. If g( x, y) can be processed such that it appears to be 

an image acquired from a higher resolution instrument, then this too is a form of 

super-resolution. 

To summarize, the intent of super-resolution processing is to recover object spec

tral content from beyond the cutoff frequency of a low-pass system. As any un

dergraduate engineering student might point out, "There is no way to recover the 

frequency components above the cutoff frequency that are set to zero by the ideal 

low-pass filter." [14]. This is true in general, but there are sound theoretical rea

sons for attempting to accomplish this in the case of image forming systems. The 

primary theoretical justification for super-resolution is the analytic continuation the

orem [15]. As stated previously, the spectrum F( u, v) is an analytic function on the 

two-dimensional complex plane (u, v) [1]. (A function that is analytic at any finite 

value of its independent variable is called "entire".) This means that F( u, v) can 

be expressed as a power series with a region of convergence that includes any finite 

values of (u, v). Knowledge of F( u, v) in some region of the passband of the optical 

system allows one to write a series expansion about a point in that region. This series 

expansion can then be evaluated at any finite value of (u, v). 

While analyticity provides a strong theoretical justification for pursuing super

resolution, it does not provide a practical approach for accomplishing same. A Taylor 
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series representation of F( u, v) is a function of arbitrarily high-order derivatives of 

F( u, v). While analyticity guarantees the existence of these derivatives, it is well 

understood that they cannot be practically calculated from measured data. It is 

therefore necessary to develop super-resolution algorithms that ~·:r.e practical in the 

presence of computational and measurement noise (cf. [9], [1]). Several such algo

rithms have been proposed, and these are summarized in Chapter 2. 

Researchers have pursued the goal of super-resolving diffraction limited imagery 

since the early 1950's. It was clear early on that it would be difficult to reach con

clusions as to whether super-resolution was achievable in practice. Mathematical 

analyses [16], [17] provided conflicting conclusions as to the limits of super-resolution 

performance. Some researchers in the field of image restoration referred to super

resolution as a "myth" [9], and at the same time others were publishing results claimed 

to be "super-resolved" images [18]. As research continued through the 1980's, it was 

evident that super-resolution algorithms did indeed exhibit substantial improvements 

to blurred imagery [19], [20]. Attention was shifted from the question of bounds on 

super-resolution performance to the search for practical algorithms for specific appli

cations. The community found that although super-resolved images were substantial 

improvements on the original image, super-resolution procedures often introduced 

unwelcome artifacts. Research has revealed some causes of these artifacts [8], [21], 

[22], but most effort has been expended on artifact suppression. In this dissertation, 

a detailed analysis of the cause of super-resolution artifacts is explored under a set 
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of typical imaging assumptions. As a result of this analysis of artifacts, it is possible 

to provide partial answers to some fundamental questions regarding super-resolution 

performance limits. 

Before concluding the discussion of the problem at hand, it is worthwhile to note 

some potential benefits if a solution were to be found. As noted by Andrews and 

Hunt [9], digital image restoration techniques are generally not even attempted unless 

the imagery to be restored is of high value, e.g. it is extremely difficult to acquire or 

it is an image of a nonrepeatable event. In this sense, the "value" of super-resolution 

can not be quantified. In a more direct sense, one can relate super-resolution to 

the cost of implementing an imaging system. Most imaging systems are designed to 

meet some resolution requirement. For example, the military might wish to moni

tor world-wide troop movement via a geosynchronous satellite-based optical imaging 

system. Such an imaging system must be able to resolve individual ground vehicles. 

In (1.5) we have noted the direct relationship between improved resolution and in

creased aperture size. Therefore, the diameter of the system exit pupil is specified 

by the operational requirements of the system. If it were possible to apply super

resolution post-processing algorithms to the acquired imagery, then it would also 

be possible to achieve the operational requirements of the system with a reduced 

diameter exit pupil. Howard states that the cost of a camera payload in such an 

application increases as the inverse 2.5 power of the resolution [23]. Therefore, if 

super-resolution could achieve a doubling of system resolution, the cost of system 
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deployment would be reduced by more than five and one-half times. Similar results 

would be expected in radar/microwave applications due to the relationship between 

resolution and antenna size. While we cannot, unfortunately, claim achievements 

that will reduce system costs five-fold, the motivations for understanding the limits 

to super-resolution performance are clear. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The specific research objectives that are addressed by this dissertation are three

fold: 

• To analytically characterize the form of super-resolution estimation errors 

• To derive bounds on super-resolution performance in terms of achievable band

width extension 

• To develop and test super-resolution algorithms which suppress estimation ar

tifacts but achieve significant bandwidth extension 

1.3 Summary of Contributions and Results 

The main contributions to super-resolution research made in this dissertation are 

as follows. The analytical work considers I-dimensional signals. Extension to 2-

dimensions is discussed, but not presented. 
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• A quantitative characterization of super-resolution estimation errors (viz. arti

facts) is presented. This characterization applies to any super-resolution proce

dure which uses an object model based on non-negativity and compact support 

constraints. This adds to results by other research~rs who have analyzed ar

tifacts for LSI restoration models ([21], [22]), and have provided qualitative 

explanations of the causes of artif~cts ([8]). 

• A closed-form expression for a lower bound on the amount of accurate band

width extension is provided. This is a more complete treatment of the .~alysis 

provided by Matson [24] and adds to the analyses done by Bertero and Pike 

[25], Kosarev [26] and others in which effects of a-priori object model constraints 

were not explicitly addressed. 

• An analysis of the relationship between image sampling rate and bandwidth 

extension is presented which indicates the potential for substantial bandwidth 

extrapolation in the discrete imaging case. 

• Several ffivclifka.tivns to a Poisson MAP super-resolution algorithm ([27]) are 

derived which suppress restoration artifacts and achieve useful bandwidth ex-

tension. 

It is believed that these contributions will provide guidance to future super-resolution 

algorithm development and will provide a means for quantitative performance eval

uations of same. 
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1.4 Overview 

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, a portion of the vast body of published research 

on super-resolution is summarized. Attention is focussed on the history of develop

ment of super-resolution algorithms and on analyses of the limits to super-resolution 

performance. Current work in the field is also summarized so that one may evaluate 

this dissertation within a proper context. 

Chapter 3 is an analytical examination of the limits of super-resolution perfor

mance. We derive a performance bound on bandwidth extension given typically 

available prior knowledge of the object. This work results in a characterization of 

the null space of the diffraction imaging transformation. It is shown that uncon

strained super-resolution algorithms are almost certain to result in restored images 

that contain oscillatory artifacts. 

Given an understanding of restoration artifacts, Chapter 4 presents several possi

ble techniques for artifact suppression. As a base algorithm, we use a Poisson MAP 

estimator developed by Hunt ([28]). Modified forms of this algorithm are developed 

which implement the artifact suppression techniques. 

In Chapter 5, several results are provided which support the analytical results of 

Chapters 3 and 4. Monte-Carlo simulation results are presented which substantiate 

the derived bound on bandwidth extension and the relationship between sampling 

rate and bandwidth extension. Performance of the modified Poisson MAP algorithms 
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is evaluated by testing on several one- and two-dimensional images. It is shown that 

the algorithm modifications suggested by the analysis of artifacts result in visually 

improved super-resolved images. Chapter 6 summarizes and draws conclusions from 

the preceding chapters. 



CHAPTER 2 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SUPER-RESOLUTION 

RESEARCH 

2.1 Introduction 
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Study of the super-resolution problem is primarily a mathematical pursuit, and 

as such, several important developments in super-resolution research were first pub

lished in the mathematics literature. In this section we identify the mathematical 

fields applicable to the problem and indicate some engineering fields in which applied 

super-resolution research is conducted. In the remaining sections of this chapter, we 

highlight some of the key developments in the history of super-resolution research 

and summarize the major activities in current research. 

Since the application of linear systems models is pervasive in the physical sciences, 

it is not surprising that equations such as (1.3) are a focus of applied mathematics. 

As mentioned earlier, this specialty is often referred to as the study of mathematical 

inverse problems. (The specific form (1.3) is called the deconvolution problem.) The 

work of Tikhonov [3] is frequently cited as a starting point in this field and provides a 

comprehensive treatment of the general topic of inverse problems. It is also common 

to apply the theory of functional analysis to inverse problems. Specifically, the theory 
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of linear operators is used to analyze super-resolution performance and to develop 

super-resolution algorithms [4]. 

The image forming model of (1.3) treats the object and image as continuous func

tions of the independent spatial variables. An equally valid model is the discrete

discrete imaging model (cf. [9]) in which the object and image are vectors of intensity 

values on a discrete sampling array. With CCD image acquisition systems and com

puter restoration, the discrete-discrete model is of substantial practical importance. 

It is possible to formulate such a model as -

g=Hf (2.1) 

where H is an N X M PSF matrix, f is an M-dimensional object vector, and g is an 

N-dimensional image vector. The f and g vectors are often a lexicographic ordering 

of the two-dimensional sampled object and image arrays, respectively. It is clear that 

(2.1) is a linear system of equations (usually underdetermined), and the solution of 

such systems is a major topic in the field of linear algebra. 

The mathematical areas mentioned thus far typically treat the object as a deter

ministic entity, blurred by a PSF and (usually) perturbed by random noise. In many 

imaging applications, particularly astronomical and medical, it is useful to model the 

object itself as a random quantity. That is, it is often necessary to account for the 

statistical (quantum) behavior of light at the level of individual photon events. Ran

domness, in the case of noise and/or light, naturally brings the field of estimation 
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theory into the mix. Estimation of random signals (sequences) is a major area of 

research in super-resolution, and it is the main topic of Chapter 4. 

It is clear that several analytical techniques come to bear on the super-resolution 

problem. It is also the case that research is published in each of the several dif

ferent application areas that have interest in super-resolution. The earliest known 

(to this author) use of the term "super-resolution" was in the radar literature [17]. 

"Super-resolving" antennas are an ongoing topic of radar research, as is work on 

post-processing of radar imagery to-achieve higher resolution [29]. 

We have mentioned that astronomy is an active area of super-resolution research. 

Indeed, one of the primary goals of astronomy is to obtain increasingly detailed di

rect evidence of the nature of the heavens. Processing of optical or radio telescope 

imagery to improve resolution is much less costly than deploying ever more sophis

ticated instruments to achieve this goal. We will describe shortly the algorithm 

developed by Richardson [30] and the astronomer Lucy [3!] twenty years ago that is 

the predominant technique used today in all applications of super-resolution. 

Medical imaging is often used as a "non-invasive" diagnostic aid. In an application 

of computer-aided tomography, a patient ingests radioactive tracer material that, for 

instance, concentrates in fibrous tissue. A record of the radioactive decay events is 

acquired and used to form an image of a tumor within the body. (Several other 

diagnostic objectives can be met in addition to tumor detection.) Improved image 

resolution allows detection of smaller (less developed) masses and is of substantial 
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benefit to the patient. The search for improved diagnostic tools for diseases such as 

breast cancer has spurred substantial effort in super-resolution research (cf. [5]). 

Tomographic techniques are also employed in geophysical applications with the 

goal of locating petroleum or mineral deposits [32], [33]. In this field, the object 

is typically illuminated with an electromagnetic (microwave), seismic or acoustic 

pulse as opposed to the self-luminous object encountered in medical tomography. 

However, there is much in common in the application of super-resolution to these 

two tomographic imaging applications. 

Finally, the application on which we primarily focus is super-resolution of general 

optically acquired images. While this includes self-luminous astronomical imagery, it 

also includes any natural scene acquired with optical instruments where the scene is 

illuminated with (approximately) incoherent light. 

2.2 Early Work in Super Resolution 

Based on our particular research objectives, we restrict our attention in this section 

to early work in optical imaging only. In subsequent sections, we consider some of 

the more recent research with other imaging modalities. Although image restoration 

research can be traced at least as far back as 1931 and the oft cited work of Van Cittert 

(for a desc:::iption see [34]), the 1955 paper by Toraldo di Francia [17] is one of the 

earliest mathematical analyses of the possibility of super-resolution of optical imagery. 

In this paper, Toraldo di Francia refers to his work in 1952 in applying the theory of 
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super-gain radar antennas to optical "super-resolving" pupils. Undoubtedly, earlier 

research addressed the super-resolution problem, but [17] addresses the exact problem 

with which we are concerned, and the analysis indicates that any earlier work has 

been taken into account. The main contribution of [17] is the information theoretic 

argument that an image provides insufficient information to uniquely determine the 

object, i.e. infinitely many different objects can give rise to the same image. An 

example is given for the case of a coherent imaging system with 

sm?rex . 
h(x) = = smc(ex), 

?rex 

where c represents the optical constants. It is a simple consequence of the sampling 

theorem and the fact that sinc(ex) is the ideal interpolation function (cf. [14]) that 

even for a single point source object, the resulting image could have also been formed 

by a multiple source object. It is dear that the multiple source object must in fact 

contain an infinite number of sources for the images to be identical, but practically 

speaking the intensity of the sources goes to zero over some finite space. Thus, the set 

of possible objects is space limited in practice, as is assumed for all super-resolution 

algorithms. 

Based on the insufficiency of the image information, Toraldo di Francia concluded 

that infinite a-priori information about the object was necessary in order to accom-

plish perfect object recovery. Note that this conclusion was reached even though 

noise-free imaging was assumed. It is claimed in [17] that the results for the coherent 

case are directly applicable to incoherent imaging. This claim is mistaken, as we will 
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show in Chapter 3, in that for noise-free imaging, the relationship between object 

and image is unique. This was pointed out in Harris' 1964 paper [16J. 

Since Toraldo di Francia's work in the late 1950's, several authors have written on 

super-resolution. Their work is summarized in the remainder of this chapter. First we 

examine some of the estimation techniques applied to the super-resolution problem. 

This is followed with a summary of the numerical methods used to implement super

resolution estimators. Finally, we discuss the research on the fundamental question 

raised by Toraldo di Francia - is super-resolution possible, and if so, what is the 

ultimate achievable resolution. 

2.3 Super-Resolution Estimation Techniques 

2.3.1 Eigenvalue/Eigenfunction Techniques 

In [16], Harris makes the important observation that prior knowledge that the 

object has "finite angular size" (finite extent) leads to the fact that "no two objects 

of finite angular size can produce identical images," assuming that infinitely precise 

image measurements are possible. Harris' conclusion was that resolving power is 

limited only by the precision with which image data can be acquired, i.e. by the level 

of measurement noise in the image. In the absence of noise, linear processing can 

be used to compensate for passband spectral attenuation induced by the OTF. Due 

to the finite extent of the object, the object spectrum is analytic. Knowledge of the 
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passband object spectrum enables a unique continuation of the spectrum beyond the 

optical cutoff. 

Harris derived an super-resolution algorithm by applying the sampling theorem in 

the frequency domain. Specifically, the object is space-limited to some interval X in 

the object plane. (Note: many analyses of super-resolution treat objects and images 

as one-dimensional functions for simplicity. We refer to the object "plane" even in 

the one-dimensional case.) The object spectrum can then be uniquely represented 

by a sequence of frequency domain samples taken at intervals I/X. Samples of the 

precisely known (OTF corrected) passband spectrum together with very accurate 

knowledge of the value of X are used to solve for a finite number of Fourier series 

coefficients of the object. The restored (super-resolved) object is then generated as 

the function corresponding to the truncated Fourier series on the interval X. Harris' 

technique is limited by imaging noise and by the fact that the object estimate is based 

on a truncated Fourier series. Nevertheless, his algorithm represented an important 

demonstration that practical super-resolution is feasible. (See [1] for a summary of 

Harris' algorithm.) 

The 1966 paper by Barnes [35] introduced a general eigenvalue/eigenfunction 

technique for solving (1.3) in the coherent imaging case. Specifically, the prolate 
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spheroidal wave functions (PSWF's) form a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunc-

tions for the integral operator 

where 8(·) is an arbitrary function. (The application of PSWF's to linear systems 

analysis was developed by Slepian, Pollack and Landau in 1961 (d. [36]).) It is 

straightforward to solve (1.3) for f(x) in terms ofg(x), the PSWF's and the associated 

eigenvalues. Frieden extended this approach to include the incoherent imaging case 

in 1967 [37] [38]. 

A well known mathematical result is that the eigenvalue/eigenfunction solution 

to an integral equation is limited due to noise amplification. This was pointed out 

by Rushforth and Harris in the context of super-resolution [39]. Specifically, the 

eigenfunction representation of f(x) is of the form 

00 

f(x) = L fi<!>i(X) (2.2) 
i=O 

where 

Ija Ii = Ai -a g(x)t:/>i(x)dx 

and Ai and <Pi ( x) are the ith eigenvalue and eigenfunction, respectively, of the con-

volution operator. As shown in [39], the eigenvalues become arbitrarily small as i 

increases. Thus, 1/ Ai becomes arbitrarily large. If the image is corrupted by an 

additive noise function n( x), then 1/ Ai multiplies the noise coefficient 
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and noise dominates the summation (2.2) at large values of i. Rushforth and Harris 

suggest a Wiener filter type restoration as a means of truncating the summation to 

prevent noise amplification. 

Work continues in the analysis and algorithm development for super-resolution us

ing eigenvalue/eigenfunction techniques. Of note is the work of Bertero and Pike [25] 

[40] who use the related technique of singular value decomposition to derive bounds on 

super-resolution performance. Since the basic notions of the eigenvalue/eigenfunction 

approach are clear, we now consider Bayesian analysis as the next major development 

in super-resolution research. 

2.3.2 Bayesian Image Restoration 

Bayesian image restoration, as defined by Hunt [41], refers to using maximum 

a-posteriori (MAP) or maximum likelihood (ML) techniques to estimate I(x) from 

g(x). The well known Bayes rule relates the probability density functions (pdf's) of 

I and 9 by 

(2.3) 

where p(gl!) is referred to as the likelihood, pUlg) is the posterior density, p(f) is 

the prior density on I, and peg) is the probability that image 9 will be observed. 

MAP and ML estimation techniques estimate I(x) by a function that maximizes the 

posterior density or the likelihood, respectively. Before addressing these techniques, 

we consider an algorithm that uses the entire form of (2.3) to effect an estimation 
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procedure. Specifically, the 1972 paper by Richardson [30] develops an iterative 

restoration procedure by treating the (discrete) image and object as histograms of 

the placement of "energy units" in the image and object planes, respectively, and 

by modeling h as a pdf on the distribution of energy units from the object plane 

to the image plane. By substituting these histograms into (2.3), rearranging, and 

establishing an iteration relation, the following algorithm is obtained 

j = 1,2, ... , M (2.4) 

where * denotes the discrete convolution sum, n denotes the iteration couQ,t, and j 

indexes the elements of the vectors j, g, and h. The importance of this algorithm 

cannot be overstated. Indeed, the algorithm (2.4) is widely used today in virtually 

all areas of super-resolution and is the subject of much current research. 

The Richardson algorithm has been rediscovered by several authors and from sev-

eral different starting points. Lucy's 1974 paper [31] presents an independent deriva-

tion of (2.4) by the same procedure used by Richardson. Lucy also provides a (not 

completely general) proof that the iterations converge to a solution that maximizes 

the likelihood function. 

The 1977 paper by Hunt [41] introduced Bayesian image restoration techniques 

to the engineering research community. Hunt derived a non-linear MAP estimator 

under the assumption that the object and noise were samples from Gaussian random 

processes. A new technique for image modeling was introduced whereby the image 

is treated as a random process with stationary covariance and non-stationary mean, 
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1. Prior knowledge about the object could be incorporated into the estimator by 

particular choice of 1. Hunt developed efficient numerical techniques for solving the 

non-linear optimization associated with the MAP technique. 

In 1977, Dempster, Laird and Rubin consolidated and generalized work on the 

Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm of statistics [42]. The EM algorithm is 

an iterative procedure which is guaranteed to converge to a ML estimate given some 

"incomplete" data set. The notion of an incomplete data set is directly applicable to 

the super-resolution problem in that the image gives incomplete information regard

ing the object. Shepp and Vardi [19] made this connection in a paper published in 

1982. Shepp and Vardi's derivation was for the specific physics of emission tomogra

phy. Several photon counting elements are arranged in space to collect the image of 

photon emissions from the ingested radioactive tracer. The photon emission statistics 

are modeled as Poisson events with unknown emission rate ..\b, where b is a "box" 

(volume element) within the body. The objective is to estimate "\b, for all b, from the 

detected counts. The resulting algorithm, generally referred to as the EM algorithm 

in the imaging literature, is identical to the iterations (2.4). This is not surprising, 

since the Richardson derivation applies directly to the emission tomography problem. 

Indeed, the emission and detection of photons is a transmittance of energy units from 

the object plane to the image plane. The value of bringing the EM statistical theory 

to bear on the problem is the additional rigor with which convergence is proven. 
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The Shepp and Vardi paper has spawned a plethora of research in the medical 

imaging application, much of it performed by statisticians. It has also led to the 

application of the EM algorithm to optical imaging applications. A small sample of 

this work is found in [43), [8), and [7). 

The landmark 1984 paper by Geman and Geman [20] was the next advance in 

the development of Bayesian image restoration. This paper consolidated work in the 

statistical theory of Markov ~dom Fields (MRF's) and applied MRF's as prior 

probability models (p(f) in (2.3» for two-dimensional images. The benefit of using 

a MRF prior is in the ability to describe spatial correlations in the object intensity 

function. The Markov property, extended from the well known one-dimensional case 

of Markov chains, states that 

where 'l/i,i is a neighborhood of pixel (i,j). Hence, the joint prior on the vector of 

object pixels can be expressed as a function of pixels on a local neighborhood. We 

will show in Chapter 3 that, in general, super-resolution restoration errors take the 

form of oscillatory artifacts. If elements of the object vector are modeled as being 

statistically independent (as is the case with the EM algorithm), then nothing in 

the object model is available to suppress such artifacts. Inclusion of local correlation 

structure in the model is effective in artifact suppression. This will be developed in 

Chapter 4. 
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The Geman and Geman paper was also one of the first to apply Metropolis' sim

ulated annealing numerical optimization procedure to image restoration. We refer 

the reader to [44] for an introduction to the simulated annealing procedure. Let it 

suffice to say that simulated annealing is the main "stochastic" optimization tech

nique presently in use for accomplishing the maximization required for MAP or ML 

estimation. 

2.3.3 Constraint-Based Super-Resolution 

Although the assumption that the object is space limited is fundamental to super

resolution, additional constraints were not explicitly used in a super-resolution algo

rithm until 1969. Specifically, the paper by Biraud [45] made use of the non-negativity 

of the object intensity to constrain the space of feasible solutions and achieve im

proved super-resolution results. This was followed by the well known work of Ger

chberg in 1974 [18] and Papoulis in 1975 [12]. The so called "Gerchberg-Papoulis" 

algorithm (as applied to super-resolution of imagery) alternately applies constraints 

in the space domain and in the frequency domain. The algorithm begins with the 

bandlimited object spectrum F(w) (it is assumed that H(w) is an ideal LPF) and 

transforms this to the space domain. A space-limiting operator is applied and the 

result is transformed back to the frequency domain. The passband spectrum is cor

rected to the known original values, and this entire process is repeated. It can be 

shown that each of these steps implements a projection operator. The number of 
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Gerchberg-Papoulis iterations needed to form a suitable estimate of the object is not 

specified. In a noise-free imaging case, it is argued that the sequence of estimates 

converges to the object itself. In the presence of noise, the estimation error reaches a 

minimum after some number of iterations and then the error begins to increase. Yeh 

and Chin [46] offer a method for choosing the optimum number of iterations based 

on the image SNR. 

The Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm originally suffered some criticism due to the 

lack of formal justification. The work of Youla in 1978 [47] provided the needed 

formalism via the theory of orthogonal projections. This theory was developed further 

in the 1982 paper by Youla and Webb [48] which introduced the theory of image 

restoration by the method of projection on convex sets (POCS). With this method, 

which we refer to simply as POCS, it is assumed that the unknown object is known 

a-priori to possess certain properties, each of which specifies a convex set in a multi

dimensional Hilbert space. Any estimate which is in the intersection of these convex 

sets is an admissible solution to the super-resolution problem. Youla and Webb show 

that, given some initial estimate (usually the image), successive projections of this 

estimate onto the "constraint sets" converge to an object vector in the intersection of 

these sets. Several useful projection operators are known to project a function onto 

a closed convex set. For example, the operations of space-limiting, band-limiting, 

and clipping to non-negative values are all projections onto convex sets (the last one 

being non-linear). The POCS approach (sometimes referred to as the set-theoretic 
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approach) has been adopted by several authors and developments in this field continue 

[49]. 

2.3.4 Least Squares Techniques 

The well known least squares method defines the object estimate as a solution to 

the problem 

j(x) = argmin IIg(x) - (h * f)(x)1I2 
f(x) 

(2.5) 

The early work in least squares image restoration generally considered linear shift-

invariant (LSI) estimators. For example, the Wiener filter was applied to stochastic 

object models and the generalized inverse was applied to deterministic models [50). It 

is easy to show that super-resolution is not possible when LSI restoration techniques 

are used. Indeed, let hr (x) represent any LSI restoration filter. Then 

j(x) = hr(x) * g(x) = hr(x) * (h(x) * lex»~, 

or in the frequency domain 

F(w) = Hr(w)H(w)F(w). 

It is clear that the bandwidth of j( x) is less than or equal to We, indicating that LSI 

filters preclude the possibility of bandwidth extension. 
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Hunt's introduction of the constrained least-squares technique in 1973 [51] showed 

that practical non-linear object estimators could be found. Hunt's problem formula

tion seeks an estimate that minimizes (2.5) subject to the constraint that the "rough

ness" of the estimate be less than some number. Roughness is measured as a function 

of the intensity variation among neighboring pixels in the estimate. Hunt's estima

tor is implemented using a direct method, but his problem formulation led to the 

development of several constrained iterative techniques. Schafer, et. al. [52] provide 

a detailed exposition of iterative constrained least squares techniques. 

The recent work of authors such as Lagendijk and Biemond [53] has focused on im

proved regularization of the least square technique, particularly by adaptively chang

ing regularization parameters. Regularization is the term used to describe techniques 

by which the solution to an ill-posed inverse problem can be made well behaved. We 

summarize regularization techniques in Section 2.6. 

2.4 Super-resolution Implementation Techniques 

We have discussed several implementation techniques already, due to the fact that 

several of the super-resolution approaches are inherently coupled to an implementa

tion technique. For example, the poes approach specifies the implementation as a 

series of projection operations, and the specific MRF used by Geman and Geman 

is matched with the simulated annealing optimization approach. In the later case, 
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however, the general Bayesian optimization problem can be equivalently solved by a 

Picard iteration technique, as we show in Chapter 4. 

In general, the multidimensional nonlinear optimization problems associated with 

super-resolution can be solved by any of the available numerical techniques. For 

example, the gradient descent procedure applied by Landweber (see discussion in 

[54]) can be readily replaced by a higher order expansion of the error function or by 

a conjugate gradient method [53]. Linear programming techniques have been applied 

to the problem by Mammone [55J and convex programming has been used by Auyeng 

and Mersereau [56J. 

It is now generally accepted that iterative approaches, while often more time 

consuming, achieve better performance than single step (direct) solution methods. 

Direct methods are rarely available, and when possible, they do not generally allow 

inclusion of constraints on the solution. A key result of Chapter 3 shows that, in 

general, application of constraints is necessary to accomplish super-resolution. 

2.5 Analyses of the Limits to Super-Resolution 

In section 2.2 we recounted some of the debate from the 1950's and 60's regarding 

the feasibility of super-resolution. It is now generally accepted that super-resolution 

is limited in practice based on the precision of the data. In a 1969 paper, Toraldo di 

Francia [57J expanded on his analysis of super-resolvability in terms of the Shannon 

number of an image. This followed the analysis by Rushforth and Harris [39] in which 
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super-resolvability was measured in terms of the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the 

integral operator relative to the magnitude of the noise. As defined by Toraldo di 

Francia, the Shannon number of an image is 

The Shannon number approximates the number of degrees of freedom in an image. 

By Shannon's sampling theorem, a bandlimited signal with (one-sided) bandwidth We 

can be uniquely represented by space-domain samples taken at intervals of 7r/we • If 

this sampling interval is divided into the object extent X, one finds that S samples are 

needed to represent the object. We quickly recognize an error in this analysis, namely, 

that the image extent is infinite and therefore the degrees of freedom in the image 

are likewise (countably) infinite. Serendipitously, the Shannon number suggested by 

Toraldo di Francia gives an accurate measure of the number of "significant" degrees 

of freedom in an image. Slepian and Pollack's analysis using PSWF's shows that for 

an ideal low-pass filter, the eigenvalues of the integral operator are near unity up to 

S and then quickly-fall off to zero beyond S. In the presence of even moderate noise 

levels, an eigenvalue expansion of f(x) from the image data should contain only S 

terms. Thus, the information in the image is insufficient to uniquely determine the 

object. Based on this analysis, Rushforth and Harris show that the limit to super

resolution is approximately equal to the Rayleigh limit. 

Those familiar with super-resolution research should be quite surprised by this 

conclusion, since several authors have reported resolution improvements well beyond 
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the Rayleigh limit. Any analysis using PSWF's makes use of the prior assumption 

that the object extent is limited to some finite interval, but does not make use of the 

commonly used non-negativity constraint. We will address this further in Chapter 

3. It is also necessary to distinguish restoration results obtained with a two-point 

source object from those achievable with extended objects of extent X. In Chapter 

3 we show that restoration results for a two point source object are often interpreted 

in an overly optimistic way, i.e. the results do not hold for the more general case of 

an arbitrary object on interval X. 

Bershad rigorously applied information theoretic analysis to the problem of optical 

channel capacity in his 1969 paper [58]. He analyzed the resolution of a coherent 

optical image forming system in terms of the capacity of the optical channel. This is 

heuristically justified in that capacity is a function of the mutual information between 

the image and the object. Bershad's results indicate that, a) resolvability increases 

with the square root of image SNR, and b) optical channel capacity varies directly 

with We and inversely with X. Bershad's second conclusion is consistent with our 

conclusion in Chapter 3. The relationships of We and X to resolvability are never 

explicitly stated, however, due to the interest in finding relationships as a function 

of S. 

A 1974 paper by Bendinelli, et.al. [59] extended the coherent imaging analysis of 

degrees of freedom to the incoherent case. It was shown that the eigenvalue spectrum 

for the convolution integral with PSF hex) = sinc2 (cx) falls off approximately as a 
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ramp, versus the step-like falloff of the eigenvalues for the coherent case. Whereas for 

coherent imaging the effective number of degrees of freedom was relatively indepen

dent of the noise level, there is a significant dependence in the incoherent case. It is 

interesting to note that the number of degrees of freedom for both coherent and inco

herent imaging are linearly related to the Shannon number. For a fixed value of We, 

the number of degrees of freedom increases with increasing X, apparently implying 

that the potential for super-resolution increases with increasing X. In the previous 

paragraph, we have just stated the opposite relationship. The confusion is in the fact 

that degrees of freedom is a quantity related to the image not the object. As shown 

in [38], the mean square error associated with the finite eigenfunction restoration of 

an object is a sum of the truncation error and the noise error 

E[e
2

J = ~ ['=~, ..1,2 Ell !; 1
2J + t. ..1,2 Ell!, - UJ] 

where E[·] is the expectation operator and N is the number of terms used in the 

eigenfunction representation (2.2). It is seen that the error decreases with object 

extent, for fixed optical cutoff. Also note that the value of the infinite sum (which 

can be shown to converge due to the finite energy of the object) increases with 

increasing high frequency object energy. That is, if Ji is small for i > N, then the 

truncation error will be small. As one attempts to increase N beyond the number of 

degrees of freedom in the image, the mean square error increases rapidly due to noise 

amplification. To summarize, the terminology "degrees of freedom" is somewhat 
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misleading in that increased Shannon number does not imply increased potential for 

super-resolution. 

The papers by Bertero and Pike analyzed the limit to super-resolution using sin

gular value techniques [25] [40]. Their results show that since singular values tend 

to zero more slowly than eigenvalues, SVD techniques offer improved restoration 

performance in the presence of noise. 

Several detailed analyses of the limit to super-resolution were published during 

the 1980's. The work of Joyce and Root [60] used a Hilbert space analysis to show 

that super-resolved estimates become unstable if one attempts to recover increased 

amounts of image detail. Results were presented for trading "precision" (detail re

covery) against noise amplification. In 1987, Lannes, et.al. [61], [62] also used Hilbert 

space techniques to show that bandwidth extrapolation must be limited in order to 

achieve stable results. It is suggested that a reconstruction point spread function be 

used (conceptually) to create a blurred form of the object. This blurred form, which 

is less blurred than the image and is noise free, becomes the function to be restored. 

Snyder, et.a!. (8] also published a paper in 1987 which suggested this same regular

ization approach. Snyder refers to the blurring function as the resolution kernel. A 

detailed analysis of the use of resolution kernels is presented in Chapter 4. 

Finally, we mention the recent work of Kosarev [26] and Lucy [63] [64] in analyzing 

the limits to super-resolution. Kosarev employs an information theoretic analysis in 

a manner similar to the work of Bershad. He finds the ultimate resolution limit to 
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be 

(2.6) 

where 6 is the minimum resolvable distance between point (or line) sources. The 

right hand side of (2.6) is fixed for a given image. Any separation greater than 

the reciprocal of this constant can (potentially) be resolved by super-resolution pro-

cessing. As the cutoff frequency increases, the smallest resolvable distance increases 

proportionally. Kosarev uses numerical results to conclude that the EM algorithm 

achieves super-resolution performance consistent with the upper limit (2.6), .i.e. the 

EM algorithm achieves the maximum attainable resolution given the image, the PSF, 

and the prior assumption that the object is space-limited. 

Lucy's pursuit of a resolution limit considers the same problem as Kosarev's, 

namely two equal intensity point sources are observed through a PSF of width Ll and 

one seeks a lower bound on the ratio 6/ Ll. It is assumed that N photons are collected 

in the image of the point sources, and statistical techniques are used to estimate the 

minimum separation such that the two point sources can be super-resolved. If a 

Gaussian PSF is assumed, it is found that the minimum separation 6 is proportional 

to N 8
1 

, specifically 

N = 1.4 X 106 (0.2/6)8 => (N/1.4E6)1/8 = .2/6 
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where 8 is in units of the full width at half maximum of the PSF. Thus, based on 

photon statistics, a doubling of resolution requires a factor of 28 increase in the num

ber of photons collected. Based on the Poisson statistical model of photon emission, 

the SNR of a photon-limited image is Vii. Thus, resolvability is proportional to the 

fourth root of SNR. For a given SNR, resolvability increases directly with separa

tion and with We. Lucy presents results indicating that an accelerated version of the 

Richardson-Lucy algorithm achieves the maximum attainable resolution. 

2.6 Regularization of the Super-Resolution Problem 

It is well known that the image restoration problem is "ill-posed" (or, in the dis

crete case, ill-conditioned) [9J. Formally, the solution, j(x,y), to the inverse problem 

(1.3) is not a continuous function of the data g(x, y). Arbitrarily small perturbations 

of the image can lead to arbitrarily large changes in the estimated object. This is 

just another way of saying that super-resolvability is limited by the noise level in 

the image. Regularization of the inverse problem is a method by which an ill-posed 

problem is made well-posed in a meaningful way. For instance, it is well known that 

restored images are likely to be corrupted by the presence of oscillatory "ringing" 

artifacts [8J. Such artifacts can appear in the estimate because they are in the null 

space of the integral operator (1.3) [65]. Medoff refers to elements in the null space of 

the tomographic reconstruction operator as "ghost images" [5J. We refer to elements 
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Table 2.1: Regularization methods for typical super-resolution techniques 

II SU1Jer-resolutzon 1 'echnzQue I ReQularzzatzon Method II 
igeniunctIOn expanSIon enes truncatIon 
ayesIan Jorreiated prIors 
et theoretIc Jonstramt sets 

ueast squares ~onstramt operators 
teratIve methods '~arly"- termmatIOn 

in the null space of the diffraction limited imaging operator as "null objects", as 

developed in Chapter 3. 

Regularization makes use of an a-priori assumption that radiance distributions as-

sociated with physical objects are typically smooth functions with infrequent disconti-

nuities due to object boundaries. Any candidate object estimates that do not exhibit 

the quality of "smoothness" are removed from the feasible set of solutions. Chap-

ter 4 introduces several regularization techniques that can be applied to a Poisson 

MAP super-resolution algorithm. Regularization methods applicable to the super-

resolution techniques described in this chapter are summarized in Table 2-1. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter has given only a brief introduction to the topic of super-resolution. 

For further access to the field, it is suggested that one begin with the collection 

of papers in [66]. This collection includes several key results in the development 

of digital image restoration, many of which are of interest to super-resolution in 

particular. The book edited by Stark [4] provides a comprehensive treatment of the 
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POCS approach, as well as work in Bayesian and least squares image recovery. The 

recent book edited by Katsagellos [67] summarizes some current research in the field. 

Finally, the review papers in Section 1 of [66] provide extensive bibliographies of the 

image restoration literature. 

One image restoration technique that we have yet to mention is the well known 

maximum entropy method. It has been shown [68] that the "classical" maximum 

entropy approach is equivalent to MAP restoration in which a specific prior is chosen 

for the object. Also, the "template matching" approach of Frieden [69] is identical to 

the Poisson MAP algorithm developed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. Although 

there are substantial philosophical differences between "entropists" and "Bayesians", 

the preceding exposition of the Bayesian approach includes the practical matters that 

are of interest herein. For a detailed discussion of maximum entropy super-resolution 

techniques, see Nadar's dissertation [70]. 



CHAPTER 3 

AN ANALYSIS OF SUPER-RESOLUTION 

PERFORrdANCE LIMITS 

3.1 Introduction 
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In this chapter we analyze the performance limits of super-resolution algorithms 

in general. Particular super-resolution algorithms are presented in Chapter..4. The 

goals of the analysis are to characterize the form of super-resolution estimation errors 

in the spatial domain, to derive a bound on super-resolution bandwidth extension 

performance, and to consider the effects of a-priori information on achievable restora

tion. The initial analysis considers a one dimensional incoherent imaging system. The 

extension to two dimensions is introduced in Section 3.2.5. 

First, let us define the one-dimensional imaging system to be analyzed. An un

known object with radiance distribution f(x) (where x is the continuous spatial 

variable) is imaged through a diffraction limited optical system with shift-invariant 

PSF h(x). The resulting image, g(x), is formed by the convolution 

g(x) = lb h(x - ~)f(~)d~ = (h * f)(x) (3.1 ) 

where [a, b] is the spatial extent of the object field. The image restoration problem 

is to solve the integral equation (3.1) for f( x) given g( x) and h( x). In the subsequent 
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analysis, we assume that g( x) is corrupted by an additive noise process n( x) which 

is independent of f(x), i.e. 

g(x) = (h * f)(x) + n(x). (3.2) 

Additionally, we assume that the object is space-limited with spatial extent X. With

out loss of generality, we define X such that the object is non-zero only on the interval 

[-X/2, X/2] ~ [a, b]. The space limitedness of the object implies that the spatial 

frequency spectrum of f(x), F(w), has infinite extent, i.e. the object has infinite 

bandwidth. Taking the Fourier transform of (3.2) we obtain 

G(W) = H(w)F(w) + N(w). (3.3) 

where the OTF, H(w), eliminates all object spectral content beyond the optical cutoff 

frequency We and N(w) is wideband. 

3.1.1 A Definition of Super-Resolution 

We define super-resolution in terms of the optical cutoff frequency We as: mean

ingful restoration of the object frequency spectrum for frequencies w E 

[0, we] and meaningful extrapolation of the object spectrum for some fre

quency range (we, we], where We > We. The following justification is offered for 

this definition: 

• spectral restoration up to We is the well-known "inverse filtering" problem. 

Super-resolution refers to spectral reconstruction beyond We. 
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• the definition is made deliberately vague by requiring the reconstruction to be 

"meaningful" and to extend for "some" frequency range beyond We. This is 

done because useful spectral reconstruction accuracy and extent are generally 

application specific, and a single performance criterion is unduly restrictive. 

This terminology is defined quantitatively later in this section. 

3.1.2 Is Super-Resolution Possible? 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the question of super-resolvability has been debated for 

nearly forty years. To begin to understand the limits of super-resolution processing, 

we consider Toraldo di Francia's concept of the ambiguous image, i.e. the idea that 

two (or more) different objects can give rise to the same image [17]. While the 

incoherent image of two point sources can not be exactly matched by any other set 

of point sources (despite the claim in [17]), we will prove that it is possible to find a 

set of point sources that result in an image that is arbitrarily close to the image of 

two point sources. 

As an example of the consequences of such image ambiguity, consider the two

point-source object and its image shown in Figure 3.1a. These points are separated 

by 0.8 times the Rayleigh distance and are easily "super-resolved" by the Poisson 

MAP algorithm presented in Chapter 4. This is shown in Figure 3.1a. The five point 

source object shown in Figure 3.1b was chosen so that the resulting image would be 

quite close to the image shown in Figure 3.1a. When this image is super-resolved, the 
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restoration again estimates that the object consists of two points! (See Figure 3.1b.) 

In particular, no hint of the central point source is present in the restoration. We will 

prove that the estimation error illustrated in this example is not a consequence of the 

Poisson MAP super-resolution algorithm, but is in fact indicative of the limitations 

of super-resolution in general (assuming limited prior knowledge of the object). 

3.1.3 Summary of Problem to be Analyzed 

The example of Figure 3.1 illustrates that interpretation of a super-resolved image 

in the space domain may lead to erroneous conclusions about the nature of the object. 

By examination of Figure 3.2, it is seen that the super-resolution algorithm used 

introduces substantial frequency content beyond We. Returning to our definition, 

super-resolution is achieved only if the bandwidth extrapolation is "meaningful". In 

our opinion, the full range of extrapolation is not meaningful in case b) since it 

leads to incorrect conclusions regarding the nature of f(x). This example motivates 

the following claim: super-resolved imagery is correctly interpretable only if 

one can predetermine We, the largest frequency such that the extrapolated 

spectrum is within tolerance T for all W E [0, we]. By "correctly interpretable" 

we do not necessarily mean that one can know f(x), but that only the restored 

spectrum for frequencies in the range [O,we] should be used for object estimation. If 

the spectral restoration is within T for all W E [0, we], we say that the restoration is 

accurate to frequency We-
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To frame this notion in a practical (although somewhat idealized) context, consider 

the following astronomical image restoration problem. A bright spot is visible in an 

image, and the astronomer wishes to know if the corresponding object is a double 

star or a star cluster. If the object is a double star, then its spectrum will be a 

cosine function, as in Figure 3.2a. If the object is a cluster, then the second peak in 

its spectrum will be lower than the peak value at zero frequency (dc), as in Figure 

3.2b. Based on experience with such problems, the astronomer decides that if the 

magnitude of the second peak in the object spectrum is within 5% of the dc level, then 

the object will be estimated to be a double star. Thus, the tolerance T is set to 5% 

of the dc level. If the extrapolated spectrum F(w) is accurate to frequency We2, then 

the astronomer's problem can be solved by super-resolution. If the extrapolation is 

accurate only to Web then the bandwidth extrapolation will not be meaningful for this 

problem. The example that has just been described applies bandwidth extrapolation 

to a hypothesis test and is a slight departure from the traditional notion of how 

super-resolution is used. However, it is illustrative of how one might set T and have 

need to estimate We. 

To summarize the super-resolution problem formulation, we are given an image 

g(x) which is related to an unknown object f(x) through (3.2). The function f(x) 

is assumed non-zero only on the interval [-X /2, X /2] where X is unknown, i.e. the 

object is space-limited with unknown support X. For incoherent imaging systems, the 

object radiance distribution is defined in units of power (e.g., wattsfm2 
- steradian) 
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or in terms of photon counts. Hence, f(x) is real and non-negative for all x. We 

assume that the noise, n(x), is white with variance CT~, and independent of f(x). We 

assume that h( x) is a known shift-invariant incoherent PSF with cutoff frequency We. 

This problem formulation is the usual basis for consideration of the super-resolution 

problem for incoherent imaging (cf. [39]). In Section 3.2.2 we derive a lower bound 

on the value of We, the largest frequency such that 

IF(w) - F(w)1 ::; T Vw E [O,We] (3.4) 

given the model listed here. By this we mean that the derived bound indicates 

the minimum amount of accurate bandwidth extension possible for any non-negative 

object of extent X. Given no other prior knowledge of the object, one can only be 

sure that the bandwidth extension will be accurate to the value of the bound. In 

Section 3.2.4 we describe the application of further a-priori information about the 

object in the form of constraints on the estimate j(x). 

3.2 The Limit to Accurate Bandwidth Extrapolation 

The first step in quantifying the value of We is to understand the manner in which 

a super-resolved estimate of the object can be erroneous. We refer to the error in the 

estimate as a null object, for reasons that will be explained shortly. 
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3.2.1 Null Objects 

Let j(x) be a super-resolved estimate of f(x), i.e. an estimate of f(x) with 

bandwidth exceeding that of g(x). Assume that j(x) is not identical to f(x), and let 

k(x) be the difference between these two objects. We can then represent j(x) as 

j(x) = f(x) + k(x). (3.5) 

For j(x) to be an admissible estimate for f(x), it must be consistent with our prior 

knowledge. Hence, it is required that j(x) be a real, non-negative quantity. It follows 

that 

(3.6) 

where .c2{a, b} is the space of real square integrable functions on [a, b], and that 

f(x) + k(x) ~ 0 x E [a,b]. (3.7) 

Since the extent of the object plane, [a, b], is arbitrary and since any physical object 

must be space limited, we further require that 

j(x) = 0 
X' 

Ix! ~ 2' 

where [-X'j2,X'j2] ~ [a, b]. From the fact that f(x} is non-zero only on the interval 

[-X /2, X /2], it follows from (3.7) that 

k(x) = 0 (X' X} Ixl ~ maxt 2 '2 (3.8) 

We refer to (3.7) as the non-negativity constraint and to (3.8) as the space-limit 

constraint. 
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It is also required that the estimate lex) be consistent with the observed data 

g(x), i.e. 

II(} * h)(x) - g(x)/l2 - II(] * h) (x) - (I * h) (x) - n(x)/l2 

- lI(k * h)(x) - n(x)1l2 < l (3.9) 

where f.' is a temporary parameter that will be eliminated momentarily. We can 

re-write the inequality (3.9) as 

lI(k * h)(x)1I2 < IIn(x) 112 + l A € (3.10) 

where we define € to be the passband restoration error. Consider an idealized "noise

free" imaging system where IIn(x)1I2 -+ O. If € is then chosen arbitrarily small, 

and if the norm in (3.10) is chosen as the £2 norm, then the image of k(x) must 

have negligible power. The image of k(x) is nearly "invisible", and following the 

terminology of Barrett [65], we refer to k(x) as a null object of the imaging system. 

Note that the inequalities (3.9) and (3.10) indicate that for any object j(x) to be an 

admissible super-resolved estimate of f(x), the image of lex) must be similar to the 

image of f(x). In the frequency domain, this stipulates that the spectra F(w) and 

F(w) be similar on the frequency interval [0, we]. However, we will show that the 

spectra may be quite different beyond We. 

Our first objective is to illustrate the oft reported result (cf. [16)) that for noise

free imaging with a criterion of exact passband restoration (f. = 0 in (3.10», no 

null object exists and unlimited bandwidth extrapolation is possible. We follow this 
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with an analysis of the estimation errors when noise is present and the estimate is 

constrained to be both space-limited and non-negative. (See Schafer, et. al. [52] for 

related analysis.) Specifically, we will show that for any € > 0 there exists a function 

k(x) such that (3.10), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are satisfied. That is, j(x) is real, non

negative and space-limited and is consistent with the image g(x) within arbitrary 

accuracy. In the process of developing this result, we obtain an analytical expression 

for k(x). 

For (3.10) to be satisfied with € = 0, it is necessary that the spectrum of the null 

object, K(w), be zero in the passband, i.e it is necessary that 

K(w) = 0 (3.11) 

By (3.8), K(w) is an analytic function. Therefore, for any finite w, K(w) can be 

expressed as a Taylor series expanded about w = 0 

K(w) = K(O) + w d~O) + ~2 cP !~O) + ... 

By (3.11), K(O) and all of its derivatives (evaluated at zero) must equal zero for 

any non-zero cutoff frequency. We conclude that for noise-free imaging, the only 

space-limited (due to the assumption of K(w) being analytic) null object for which 

IIg(x) - (j * h)(x)1I2 = 0 is 

k(x) == 0 xE[a,b]. 

Under these conditions, the solution to (3.1) is unique and accurate bandwidth ex

trapolation is possible to arbitrarily large We. 
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Now consider € > o. A well known result from calculus is the Riemann-Lebesgue 

lemma [71], which can be stated in the following form: 

Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma: For any function h(x) integrable on [a, b], any real 

value ifJ, and any € > 0, there exists Wo such that 

Vw > Woo 

If constraints (3.7) and (3.8) are ignored momentarily, (3.6) is satisfied and (3.10) 

is satisfied within arbitrary accuracy by applying this lemma to the null object 

k(x) = coswox. (3.12) 

Following the development in [9], we obtain for suitably large Wo 

IIU * h)(x) - (] * h)(x)1I - IIU * h)(x) - [J(x) + k(x)] * h(x)1I 

- IIU * h) (x) - [f(x) + cos(wox)] * h(x)1I 

- II cos(wox) * h(x)" 

- 1I1b 

h(~) cos(wo(x - ~))d~1I < t. 

If h(x) is a PSF with an associated absolute cutoff frequency We, we choose Wo to be 

any frequency such that Wo > We. 
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Now consider the problem of choosing k(x) such that the constraints (3.7) and 

(3.8) are satisfied by j(x). It is clear that choosing k(x) as in (3.12) violates both 

constraints. However, a straight forward extension to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 

proves the existence of a k( x) which satisfies the constraints. 

Corollary to the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma: 

Let hex) and m(x) be real-valued functions, integrable on [a, bJ. Given any € > 0 

and any real value </>, there exists Wo such that 

Proof: 

Since hand m are integrable with respect to e on [a, bJ, the function (hm)(e) is 

integrable with respect to e on [a, b]. Hence, [h(x)m(x)] satisfies the conditions of 

the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and there exists Wo such that 

Vw~ woo • 

This corollary shows that there exists Wo such that for 

k(x) = m(x) coswox (3.13) 
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(3.10) is satisfied. If m(x) is real and square-integrable, then (3.6) is satisfied. We 

now specify the form of the "modulation envelope" me x), such that non-negativity 

and space-limitedness are satisfied. For [f(x)+k(x)J to be space limited, it is sufficient 

that m( x) be space-limited, i.e. 

m(x) = 0, 
X' 

Ixl>T· 

The non-negativity constraint is satisfied if and only if 

f(x) + m(x) coswox ~ 0 \Ix E [a, b]. 

Since f( x) is positive, it is sufficient that 

Im(x)l ~ f(x) \Ix E [a, b]. (3.14) 

Hence, choosing k(x) as in (3.13) with m(x) satisfying (3.14) results in a null object 

which is positive and space limited. We call such a k(x) an admissible null object. 

An example is shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.2 Derivation of an Approximate Bound on Accurate Bandwidth Extrapolation 

The development of the desired bound on accurate bandwidth extrapolation is 

based on the following theorem which specifies the form of any admissible null object: 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of imaging a null object 
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THEOREM: The function k(x) is an admissible null object if and only if it can be 

expressed as 

N 

k(x) = Emi(X)COS(WiX + <pd, i = 1, ... ,N (3.15) 
i=l 

where the functions mi(x) are chosen such that constraints (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are 

satisfied, Wo is chosen such that condition (3.10) is satisfied, <Pi is an arbitrary phase, 

and N is an integer, possibly infinite. 

PROOF: The proof of this theorem is provided as Appendix A. 

The theorem shows that for any f > 0, there exists a real, non-negative, space-limited 

estimate j(x) =J f(x) such that 

11(1 * h)(x) - (} * h)(x) 112 < f. (3.16) 

In fact, infinitely many forms of j( x) can be found by choosing different forms of m( x) 

and different values of WOo The value of f is often set to the noise power IIn(x)1I2 == O'~ 

[9] since the computational error (f' in (3.10)) is usually negligible compared to 0';. If 
O'~ can be estimated, which is typically the case (cf. [72] pg. 220), then any estimated 

spectrum F(w) such that IF(w) - F(w)12 is less than O'~ over all w E [0, we] must be 

considered as a candidate spectrum of the super-resolved object j(x). Therefore, if 

wE [O,we] (3.17) 
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then the null object k( x) is indistinguishable from noise. (In fact, as long as 

in the passband, the null object will be indistinguishable from noise. This follows 

directly from (3.16). Using the criterion (3.17) will result in a bound that is slightly 

optimistic, i.e. the lower bound on We will be too high.) As the noise power decreases, 

1 K (w ) 12 must also decrease. This illustrates a direct relationship between accurate 

bandwidth extension and decreasing noise level, since· the lower the value O"~, the 

larger We can be before IK(w)1 exceeds T, where T is the tolerance defined in·Section 

3.1.3. Since K(w) is analytic (i.e., smooth), there will be some We such that F(w) is 

"close to" F(w) for w E (we, We], i.e. some finite bandwidth extension within tolerance 

T. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4. We now show that We is inversely related to the 

object extent X. 

From (3.15), the null object spectrum is of the form 

N 

IK(w)1 = L IMi(W±wdl (3.18) 
i=l 

where Mi (w) is the spectrum of modulation envelope i. Since mi( x) is space-limited 

for all i, each M;(w) has infinite bandwidth, and therefore each .M"i(W) contributes 

to the null object spectrum in the passband. The iimit on knowing that the ex-

trapolated spectrum is accurate is set by the particular K (w) that exceeds T "most 

quickly" while still being less than 0";' throughout the passband. That is, we seek as 

a limiting case that K (w) such that 1 K (w ) I exceeds T within the smallest frequency 
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interval [we,We]. It is clear that the limiting case. is to choose N = 1 in (3.15). In 

this case, ml (x) is allowed to contribute all of the passband error energy and is thus 

able to increase to the level T faster than any other form of K(w). It is straightfor

ward to prove this argument by contradiction. Note that without the constraints of 

space-limitedness and non-negativity, it is possible for IK(w)1 to exceed T within an 

arbitrarily small frequency interval, thereby partially explaining why many analyses 

predict almost no accurate bandwidth extension is possible. Specifically, consider the 

null object spectrum 

IK(wW = Ilwl-~ _ welu~. 
The value of b.. can be made arbitrarily small (resulting in arbitrarily small bandwidth 

extension) and the requirements for an unconstrained null object spectrum will be 

satisfied. 

Based on the preceding argument, let k(x) be of the form in (3.13). If m(x) is 

chosen such that (3.14) is satisfied, then the spatial extent of m(x), X', is less than 

or equal to the spatial extent of f(x). If we let X' = X, then K(w) is maximally 

compressed for a given form of m(x), i.e. the second moment of K(w) about Wo is 

minimized. If a smaller object is imaged, i.e. if X is decreased, then the second 

moment of K(w) about Wo must increase (assuming that the form of m(x) is the 

same in both cases). As the second moment of K(w) increases, Wo must also increase 

for 1I«w)12 to be less than u; on [0, we]. This describes the following fundamental 
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relationship: The potential for accurate bandwidth extension increases with decreasing 

object extent X. 

The form of m(x) was not made explicit in the above discussion, but it is now 

clear that in analyzing the limit to accurate bandwidth extension one should choose 

the form of m(x) for which the second moment of K(w) about Wo is minimized for a 

given X. In [73], Gabor shows that if the spectrum of a signal sex) is constrained to 

be non-zero only on a frequency intervai [WI, W2], then the signal which is maximally 

compressed in space has a spectrum 

Sew) = { So in r.{(w - Wd/(W2 - wd} if wE [Wl,W2]; 
otherwise. 

Applying the duality theorem of Fourier transforms (cf. [14]), we conclude that the 

form of m(x) for which K(w) is maximally compressed is 

m(x) = { Asinr.{(x + X/2)/X} if x E ~ -;, f]; 
o otherWIse, 

where A is an arbitrary amplitude. This can be re-written as 

x x 
m(x) = A cos r.( X)rect(X) x E [a, b], (3.19) 

where rectO is 1 for arguments with magnitude less than t and 0 otherwise. For 

m(x) as specified by (3.19), the spectrum of k(x) is 

(3.20) 

For positive frequencies, the function (3.20) is the sum of two sinc functions separated 

by 1/ X. The zero-crossings of each sinc are located at intervals of 1/ X. As a 
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simplifying assumption, the function in (3.20) is approximated by 

K(w) = { A~X sinc [2; (w ± wo)] if wE [wo - ~X,wo + ~X]; 
J( (w) otherwise. 

(3.21 ) 

where A' is chosen so that /K(wo)/ = /I«wo)/. This is shown in Figure 3.5. Since 

we wish to let /k(w)/ increase toward T on the smallest possible frequency interval, 

we analyze the case for which A' is as large as possible. Hence, A' is determined by 

letting the peak value of the first sidelobe of /K(w)12 equal O'~. This is achieved by 

setting 

where 11CI is the ratio between the peak value of the /k(w)/ and the peak of its first 

sidelobe. To fix Wo, let 

Again, this condition is the one which minimizes We. Under these "worst-case" con-

ditions, we solve (3.21) for Wo as 

3 . -Ie 
Wo = We + 2X smc l' (3.22) 

We see that as X -+ 00, Wo -+ We, and as X -+ 0, Wo -+ 00 demonstrating the expected 

inverse relationship between X and bandwidth extension. Substituting (3.22) into 

(3.21), we obtain 
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for positive values of w. Finally, we seek an expression for We such that IK(w)1 ~ T 

This condition implies that 

3 [. lC . 1 (CIT)] 
We - We = 2X smc- 1 - smc- Un • (3.23) 

where the second sinc-1 is subtracted under the assumption that the range of sinc-l 

is positive. (Note that in all expressions in which we use the "function" sinc-l(u), we 

are interested only in the main lobe of the function. That is, we evaluate sinc-l(u) E 

[-11",11"] where u E [0,1]. Due to its symmetry, we evaluate sinc-l on the range [0,11"] 

and use a negative sign to indicate values on the range [-11",0].) As T ~ Un, [we -We] 

~ ° as expected. Additionally, as X ~ 0, [We - we] ~ 00 verifying the heuristically 

argued relationship between bandwidth extension and object extent. We can write 

(3.23) in the form 

where b(·) is the bracketed function in (3.23). This expression highlights the fact that 

accurate bandwidth extension is additive with respect to We rather than a percent-

age of We. Matson also found an additive relationship in his analysis of bandwidth 

extension [24]. Finally, note that expression (3.23) is valid only for 
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which is approximately 140"n for small values of X. If T is chosen larger than this, 

then IJ«(w)1 will always be less than T for the form of IK(w)1 used in deriving (3.23). 

For such a large T, a new form of K (w) must be constructed to bound the value of 

3.2.3 Bandwidth Extrapolation in the Discrete Domain 

In the previous section, we derived an approximate bound on accurate bandwidth 

extrapolation, (3.23), using continuous functions for the image and object. In this 

section we briefly consider the effect of sampling on bandwidth extension. First note 

that the spectrum of a sampled function is continuous and periodic. Thus, for sam

pling rates, W s , that are high relative to We, the approximate bound of expression 

(3.23) should hold. Specifically, if ws /2 exceeds We by an amount greater than the 

"bandwidth" of I«w), then the analysis of Section 3.2.2 provides a close approxima

tion to bandwidth extension performance. Since J«(w) has infinite bandwidth, one 

must estimate some effective bandwidth (e.g., the width of the main lobe) to apply 

this approximation. 

As the sampling rate approaches We, it becomes increasingly difficult to analyze 

the existence of admissible null object spectra using the technique of Section 3.2.2. 

This is due to the fact that only finite spectral width is available to accommodate 

the spectrum of admissible null objects. We do not offer an estimate of We for this 

case, but we have observed a potentially important phenomenon in super-resolving 
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discrete signals which leads to the following claim: as We approaches ws/2 from 

the left there is some critical value of We, w·, such that for any We ~ w·, ac

curate bandwidth extrapolation is possible to the maximum representable 

frequency, ws/2. We refer to this as full bandwidth extension. For cutoff frequencies 

substantially less than w*, the extent of bandwidth extension is limited to the rather 

small amount available in the continuous case. In practice, of course, one would not 

change the value of We but would choose WtJ small enough so that We ;::: w·. 

The above claim should not be surprising if we examine the null space of the 

constrained discrete problem 

g = Hf+n 

fi ;::: 0 Vi 

where we assume the simplest case of H being an N x N square matrix and g, 

f and n being N-dimensional vectors. If this problem is formulated such that H 

is circulant, then the samples of the OTF are the eigenvalues of H (cf. [91). The 

dimension of the null space is equal to the rank deficiency of H, which is proportional 

to wtJ /2-wc. In the absence of constraints on an estimate f, all vectors in an N/2-Nc 

dimensional space are potential null objects that could cause f to be different from 

f, where Nc is the cutoff frequency represented in the discrete frequency index. As 

constraints are added, the dimension of the null space must decrease or remain the 

same. One would expect that the non-negativity and space-limit constraints would 
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substantially reduce the dimensionality of the null space, thereby allowing the claimed 

full bandwidth extension. 

Let us make the reasonable assumption that the extrapolation accuracy tolerance 

T must be greater than Un. We have argued that K(w) is the maximally compressed 

admissible null object spectrum. To obtain an approximate expression for w·, let 

us assume that (3.7) and (3.8) require that at least the main lobe of the maximally 

compressed K(w) be contained in [0, w:J/2). Then the maximum possible value of Wo 

IS 

• 1.5 
Wo = 1r--1r 

X 

i.e., ws /2 minus one-half the width of the main lobe of K(w) expressed in units 

of radians/pixel. Using approximation (3.21), we determine the minimum discrete 

cutoff frequency such that 1I«wW < T2 for w E [0, w:J/2) by setting 1I«woW = T2. 

This implies 

(3.24) 

Now we determine w· such that if We > w*, then We - (ws /2). In order to satisfy 

(3.10) within the noise level, we let 1I«w·W = O"~. Hence, 

1.5l~· 1 (Un) J. 
W· = 1r - X smc- T + 1r . (3.25) 

In this expression, X has units of pixels. Thus, the dependence of w· on W:J is 

included in the value of X, i.e. as W:J increases the length X increases. An alternate 
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interpretation of (3.25) is 

(3.26) 

This implies that for given Wc and W lI , if the object extent X is less than X* then 

We ~ (ws /2). 

We first note that W* decreases with decreasing X. This indicates that for a 

given sampling rate and optical cutoff, there may exist a value of X small enough 

that w* < Wc. If such a value of X exists, then any objects of extent less than this 

X can be super-resolved to the highest representable frequency, ws /2. Conversely, 

as X increases, w* asymptotically approaches 1r. This is intuitively pleasing since 

it indicates that the dimension of the discrete null space is always reduced by the 

inclusion of the space-limit and non-negativity constraints, and that the reduction of 

the null space dimension becomes smaller as the space-limit constraint becomes less 

restrictive. Finally, note that for Un = 0, we would expect full bandwidth extension 

to be possible for any Wc for the same reasons as in the continuous case. Expression 

(3.25) does not show this because in this derivation we have approximated i'?(w) by 

only its main lobe. This translates to a relaxation of the space-limit constraint. 

The recently proposed super-resolution algorithm developed by Walsh and Nielsen 

[74] offers support to our approximate analysis of the existence of w*. Walsh and 

Nielsen utilize the space-limit constraint in a manner such that the dimension of the 

problem to be solved is substantially reduced. Consider the one-Jimensional discrete-

discrete problem with h an ideal LPF. For noise-free imaging, there a.re 2Nc + 1 
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accurate samples of the DFT of f. Using the DFT synthesis relation 

N-l 

Fk+l = L fn+l w~n, k = 0, ... ,N-1 
n=O 

one can formulate a linear system of 2Nc + 1 equations (one for each of the available 

DFT coefficients) in X unknowns (assuming that one knows exactly which elements 

of f are within the space-limit X). In matrix form, Walsh and Nielsen write 

F=Af, (3.27) 

where A is a (2Nc + 1) x X matrix, each element of which is w~n, for some specific 

value of k and n. (Note that this is the discrete analogue to Harris' algorithm [16].) 

It is claimed in [74] that (3.27) is uniquely solvable for any choice of Nc such that 

2Nc + 1 2:: X. Although we have not addressed the presence of noise, this claim would 

indicate a value of w· much smaller than that suggested by our analysis. The apparent 

discrepancy between our result and that of Walsh and Nielsen lies in the fact that the 

matrix A in (3.27) is ill-conditioned. That is, the suggested inversion of A to obtain an 

estimate of f is not numerically stable. To illustrate the ill-conditioned nature of A, 

consider its first two rows. In the first row, each term is W~ = exp{ -j(27r / N)(O)} = 

1. In the second row, each element is exp{ -j (27r/N)(n)}, where n = 0,1, ... ,X - 1. 

It is seen that the second row of A is a sequence of samples on the unit circle. As 

N increases, for fixed range of n, the samples on the unit circle move closer together 

and cluster around the point (1,0). Thus, for large N, the second row of A is nearly 
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identical to the first row. If A is square, it is unlikely that it will be invertible in any 

numerically stable sense. 

To support the argument concerning the conditioning of A, we have computed 

the condition number of A for various choices of Ne and X. The results are shown 

in Figure 3.6. (We define the condition number as the ratio of the largest to the 

smallest singular value.) It is seen that even though none of the singular values of A 

are identically zero, the matrix becomes severely ill-conditioned as X increases and 

We decreases. This is consistent with our analysis of the nature of w·. Figure 3.6 

also shows a set of measured values of w*. (The procedure used to generate these 

measurements is discussed in Chapter 5.) It is seen that all measured values of w* 

corresponds to approximately the same condition number. From this we reach the 

satisfying conclusion that the condition number of A is related to the amount of 

accurate bandwidth extrapolation in the estimate j. 

3.2.4 The Effect of A-priori Constraints on Bandwidth Extrapolation 

Toraldo di Francia has claimed [17] that bandwidth extension is negligible in gen

eral applications due to the limited degrees of freedom (information content) in an 

image. If the object is completely unknown, then the self information of the object is 

infinite. Hence, the limited information in the image is not sufficient to determine the 

object. To this point in our analysis we have assumed that, in addition to the image, 

we have the following information regarding the object: the object is non-negative, 
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the object is space-limited, and the object is related to the image through the known 

PSF hex). In this section we discuss how additional a-priori information may im

prove bandwidth extrapolation performance. We present algorithmic approaches in 

Chapter 4. 

A-priori information about the object is typically incorporated into a super

resolution problem formulation by placing constraints on the estimate j(x). An 

early example of this practice is the constrained least squares algorithm developed 

by Hunt [51]. In the extreme, constraints alone can be applied to the data to accom

plish super-resolution. That is, detailed knowledge of the PSF is not needed. This 

has been shown in the application of the theory of projections on convex sets (POCS) 

[75]. We believe that in addition to non-negativity and space constraints, level con

straints and smoothness constraints are particularly powerful in improving accurate 

bandwidth extrapolation. A level constraint imposes upper and/or lower bounds on 

the value of j(x) [76]. A smoothness constraint forces neighboring pixels in the esti

mate to have similar intensity values. These types of constraints specifically confront 

the existence of oscillatory null objects in the estimate. Our belief in the effectiveness 

of these constraints is supported by the experimental results published in the liter

ature (cf. [77], [7], [6] for constrained expectation maximization (EM) results, [7.5J 

for poes results, [78] for simulated annealing results) and our own experimental ev

idence presented in Chapter 5. Quan.titative expressions of the relationship between 
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these constraints and accurate bandwidth extrapolation is a subject of our ongoing 

research. Some preliminary observations are presented in Section 4.8. 

3.2.5 Extension of Results to Two-Dimensions 

The main results obtained from the one-dimensional analysis are directly extend

able to two-dimensions. Specifically, analyticity of the null object spectrum holds in 

two-dimensions as does the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. We conclude that the band

width extension along any orientation in the 2-D spectral domain will be inversely 

related to the object extent along the perpendicular orientation in the space domain. 

If the OTF is isotropic, then the maximum frequency such that bandwidth extension 

is accurate within tolerance T can be determined by finding the slice in the space 

domain for which the object extent is largest. This maximum spatial extent is used 

in (3.23) to determine the radius of accurate bandwidth extrapolation in the 2-D 

frequency domain. 

To verify that null objects emerge in two-dimensional super-resolution, consider 

the results in (7]. The artifact referred to as "the checkerboard effect" is exactly the 

oscillatory null object discussed in Section 3.2.1. We have independently verified the 

existence of 2-D null objects when non-negativity and space constraints are imposed. 

An example is shown in Figure 5.30c. Smoothness constraints [6] and level constraints 

[75] have been successfully used to suppress such artifacts. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUPPRESSION OF ARTIFACTS IN SUPER-RESOLVED 

IMAGERY USING MODIFIED MAP ESTIMATES 

We have shown that algorithms which attempt to accomplish super-resolution of 

images, defined as extension of the bandlimited image spectrum, are prone to in

troduce spatial distortion in the fOfm of null objects. In this chapter, methods are 

introduced with the goal of suppressing null objects and achieving substantial, accu

rate bandwidth extension. As discussed in Chapter 3, this can only be accomplished 

by introducing a-priori object information into a super-resolution algorithm. Herein, 

useful object information is identified and techniques for incorporating such infor

mation into a Poisson maximum a-posteriori (MAP) super-resolution algorithm are 

presented. 

In the first section of this chapter we repeat the derivation of the Poisson MAP 

algorithm developed by Hunt [79}. We then compare this to the Poisson EM algorithm 

discussed in Chapter 2, showing that the EM algorithm is a special case of the MAP 

algorithm. In Sections 4.2 through 4.6 we discuss methods of regularizing the Poisson 

MAP algorithm to suppress null object artifacts. The text by Snyder and Miller (77] 

presents a related analysis of regularization techniques for the Poisson EM algorithm. 
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4.1 Poisson MAP Algorithm 

Throughout this chapter we are considering the object f(x) to be an irradiance 

distribution representable as a discrete vector f, where the lattice structure of the 

object plane is arbitrarily fine. Since we always consider the object, image and 

PSF to be vectors, we do not use bold face to indicate a vector. The formulation of 

any image restoration algorithm requires selection of an object model, an observation 

model and an optimality criterion. The object model embodies prior knowledge of the 

ensemble characteristics of the class of objects being imaged. The observation model 

characterizes the properties of the image forming system and any noise associated 

with image acquisition. The optimality criterion quantifies what one considers to 

be a "best estimate" of the object given the image and all other prior information 

about the object and the image forming system. The question of optimality is usually 

framed in terms of estimation error. 

In situations where the quantity to be estimated and the noise are characterized 

probabilistically, it is typical to use the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) optimality 

criterion. Under this criterion, the best estimate is the object with maximum prob

ability of occurrence given the observed image g. That is, j is the function that 

maximizes the a-posteriori probability distribution pUlg). It can be shown that the 

estimate which satisfies this criterion also minimizes the probability of error over the 
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ensemble of objects. (This statement assumes that the probabilistic object and ob-

servation models are accurate statistical characterizations of physical reality.) Given 

this optimality criterion, it is necessary to formulate an expression for p(flg). 

A commonly used object model is that of the Poisson source [9]. Under this model, 

it is assumed that the emission of light from the object is statistical in nature and 

that the object radiance distribution can be approximated as a set of independent 

(incoherent) point emitters. Each emitter can be characterized as a Poisson random 

variable, with the following probability distribution function associated with a specific 

point source Ii 
-I; -

(f -) = Ii exp{ - Ij} 
p J J-I 

J" 

(4.1) 

That is, the probability of Ii photons being emitted at object pixel location j is 

given by (4.1). The quantity Ii is the mean number of photon counts expected at 

pixel location j. Under the assumption that the object point sources are statistically 

independent, the pdf for the vector I is written 

M -1 -
p(f) = II I j ' exp{ - Ii} 

J-' j=1 J. 

(4.2) 

where M is the number of point sources in the object. 

In association with the Poisson object model, it is common to use the Poisson ob-

servation model. This observation model assumes that photon noise is the dominant 

noise process in the image forming system and that the system PSF is a determinis-

tic entity. The Poisson observation model is often encountered in astronomical and 
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medical imaging applications [77], [19], [64] in which low photon emission levels are 

encountered. The Poisson observation model combines the properties of LSI image 

forming with the Poisson object assumption to obtain 

(4.3) 

where 9i is the mean photon count at image pixel i. An expression for 9i is developed 

by recognizing that h is a pdf on the spatial distribution of photons in the image 

plane [19]. Then given !, we have 

M 

9i = L hi-k!k (4.4) 
k=l 

Substitution of (4.4) into (4.3) combined with the assumption that the set of image 

plane pixel counts is statistically independent results in 

(4.5) 

where N is the number of image pixels. The expressions (4.2) and (4.5) provide the 

statistical models necessary to formulate the Poisson MAP algorithm. 

Recall that our objective is to solve the following unconstrained optimization 

problem 

j = argmaxpUlg) = argmaxp(glf)p(f) 
f f 

(4.6) 

Given the multiplicative forms in (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6), it is convenient to affect a 

logarithmic transformation of (4.6) such that 

j = argmax{lnp(glJ) + lnp(f)} 
f 

(4.i) 
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Due to the monotonicity of the In transformation, an optimum point associated with 

(4.7) is also optimum with respect to (4.6). A necessary condition for maximizing a 

function of an M -dimensional vector is 

8[lnp(glJ) + Inp(f)] I = 8 Inp(g!J) I + 8lnp(f) I = 0, 
8J- . 8J-· 8J- . ) Ij J Ii J Ii 

j=1,2, ... ,M (4.8) 

Since the functions In p(g!J) [19] and In p(f) are concave, their sum is concave. Hence, 

(4.8) is also sufficient for j to maximize (4.7). (This was pointed out by M. Nadar.) 

Taking the indicated partial derivatives, we obtain 

8Inp(g!J) I - ~ [. hi- i - h· .J 
8f - L g." h ~ .-)' 

i h i=l L...k i-kJ k 
j = 1,2, ... ,M (4.9) 

and 

8 Inp(f) I - -. ~ .1 
8f. . -Inf) - 8J- Inf)·, 

) Ii ) 
j = 1,2, ... , M (4.10) 

Using the simplified form of Sterling's approximation for InIi! [27], i.e. 

Inf·I :::::: f·lnf· - f· 3' 3 3 3 

we can closely approximate (4.10) by 

81np(f) I ....., 1 f-· -1 j. 8j. ......, n J n J, 
] Ii 

j = 1,2, ... ,M (4.11) 

Substitution of (4.9) and (4.11) into (4.8) yields 

~ [f gi \ 1 -
~ I" h. ~ - 1) hi-iJ + In Ii -In Ii = 0, 
.=1 \ L...k .-kJ k 

j = 1,2, ... ,M (4.12) 

By adding In Ii to each side of (4.12) and exponentiating we obtain the iterative 

Poisson MAP estimation procedure derived by Hunt [79] 

j=1,2, ... ,M (4.13) 
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where the superscript n is the iteration count. 

Two questions immediately arise regarding (4.13). They are, "Where is one to 

obtain the quantity L?" and "Does the iteration converge to a maximizer of (4.6)?". 

The second question can only be answered based on the answer to the first. Specif-

ically, we have reported several super-resolution results (cf. [79]) for which the esti-

mate of the unknown mean Ii is updated after each iteration as 

L - J; 

fJ - gi, j = 1,2, ... ,M. : (4.14) 

This same form for Ii is used in the derivation of the Poisson EM algorithm developed 

by Shepp and Vardi [19]. Even though the EM algorithm is a method for determining 

a maximum likelihood estimate (i.e., for determining an } that maximizes p(glf)), 

the derivation by Shepp and Vardi depends on a statistical model for f. That model is 

the Poisson object model of (4.2). The Poisson EM algorithm iteratively determines 

a maximum likelihood estimate of the specific object realization (sample function) f 

under the assumption that 1 is unknown but deterministic. Then the estimate of f 

is taken as the best estimate of f. If the 1 assumed by equations (4.14) is used in 

conjunction with (4.13), it should not be surprising that the form of (4.13) is quite 

similar to the Poisson EM iteration 

}':+1 = jr:- ([ A gj 1 * h.) 
J J (fn * h)j J, 

j = 1,2, ... ,Jov[ (4.15) 
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Indeed, if one replaces the exponent in (4.13) by the first order approximation eX ~ 

1 + x, the iterations (4.13) and (4.15) are the same. Since the correction term in 

(4.13) 

(4.16) 

is a function of the ratio of 9j to 9j and since h is a smoothing function, it is unlikely 

that Cj will be much different from zero. Of course the actual range of correction 

values will depend on f and h, but empirical results show that Cj is generally of 

magnitude such that the linear approximation to the exponential is accura:te after 

the first one or two iterations. 

Examination of (4.12) offers a second justification for considering Poisson MAP 

and Poisson EM to be equivalent under the model of (4.14). If (4.14) is substituted 

into (4.12) prior to forming the iteration relation, then the last two terms on the left 

hand side of (4.12) canc~l. If we add 1 to each side of this result and multiply through 

by jj, we obtain (4.15) by the same technique used in the derivation by Shepp and 

Vardi (under the usual assumption that Lk h(k) = 1, i.e. assuming that the optical 

system conserves photons). 

The equivalence of Poisson EM and Poisson MAP for this particular choice of 

f answers the convergence question as well. Since the Poisson EM algorithm has 

been proven to converge [19], we know that the Poisson MAP, under model (4.14), is 

also guaranteed to converge. However, if both algorithms are equivalent, one would 

normally use the Poisson EM estimator due to its lower computational requirement. 
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The value of the Poisson MAP estimator is in the ability to use some J other than 

that given in (4.14). That is, the presence of ! in (4.13) offers the potential to 

incorporate non-image dependent knowledge into the iteration. Such knowledge may 

serve as a powerful artifact reduction tool. As an example, it is often possible to 

delineate smooth regions in an image based on the local variance statistic. We have 

found that setting J equal to the local mean in such regions substantially reduces 

the emergence of noise and edge artifacts in the restoration. Unfortunately, applying 

different forms of 1 reopens the question of convergence. 

It is not possible to prove convergence of the iterations (4.13) for arbitrary choice 

of J because such a convergence property does not hold. Indeed, it is not difficult to 

choose an 1 that is so inconsistent with the data that the iteration sequence oscillates, 

or in extreme cases diverges. Since the correction term contains the ratio gj/f/J and 

since 9j is strongly effected by the choice of /, unfortunate choices for J can cause the 

ratio to become large or even undefined. Exponentiating a large number produces a 

result that may exceed the range of valid floating point numbers so that the iteration 

is at least numerically unstable. Of course "reasonable" choices for 1 should not lead 

to such catastrophic results. 

We have not analyzed the convergence properties of the Poisson MAP algorithm 

for forms of 1 other than (4.14). All results presented in Chapter 5 use this form for 

j. See the dissertation of Elfendahl [801 for an analysis of the convergence properties 

of the Poisson MAP algorithm. 
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4.2 Post-restoration Smoothing 

A simple procedure for suppression of null object restoration artifacts is to filter 

the estimate j. Use of a linear smoothing post-filter implements an assumption that, 

beyond some frequency, most high frequency content in the extrapolated spectrum 

is due to noise and/or null objects. Based on the null object analysis, it follows 

that knowledge of We establishes an approximate cutoff for a linear smoothing post

filter. Following typical practice in signal processing, one may implement a frequency 

domain low-pass filter with unity gain in the passband and with a cosine rolloff near 

It is immediately clear that there are two difficiencies with this approach. First, 

low-pass filters with small transition bands have impulse responses that contain nega

tive values. Application of a post-filter containing negative kernel values may lead to 

negative gray levels in the smoothed j. Second, use of a smoothing filter will reduce 

edge sharpness in the estimate. If We and We are of similar value, then the post-filtered 

estimate will be similar to a pseudo-inverse filtered estimate or to a Wiener filtered 

estimate. In other words, elimination of null objects by a smoothing filter results in 

little or no bandwidth extension in the smoothed estimate. 

A more fruitful approach to post-restoration smoothing is to apply a non-linear 

noise filter to the estimate j. Frieden [81] has shown that a median filter has the 

desirable property of eliminating an oscillatory signal from a fiat background while 
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retaining step edges. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Frieden applies the median 

filter in combination with a linear restoration algorithm. After the linear restoration 

converges, a median post-filter is applied to the linear estimate, resulting in an esti

mate we refer to as Jt. Edge ringing is reduced in Jt, but Jt is inconsistent with the 

image data (i.e., the passband estimation error is no longer small). To correct this 

inconsistency, Jt * h is subtracted from 9 and this difference is subjected to the linear 

restoration process. The restored difference image is added to Jt and the median 

filter is applied to obtain j2. This sequence of steps is continued until the difference 

image is small (the estimate is consistent with the data). This technique results in 

highly accurate estimates of step edges, even with low SNR imagery. 

From Frieden's results, it is clear that the median filter is useful for our purposes 

of suppressing oscillatory artifacts while retaining meaningful high frequency content 

in the estimate. In terms of a-priori object information, a median filter is one way in 

which to implement the assumption that the object is "simply connected," i.e. that it 

contains no impulses. A crude way of incorporating the median filter into the Poisson 

MAP estimator is to simply apply the median filter to the solution obtained from 

the Poisson MAP algorithm. There are several problems with this approach. First, 

the estimate will be inconsistent with the data. Second, the median filter may not 

remove the null objects if the null object wavelength is short relative to the median 

window length. Finally, restored point sources will be eliminated by a median filter 

regardless of its window length. The first two of these problems are addressed by 
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incorporating median filtering into the iterations of the Poisson MAP algorithm. The 

following modified Poisson MAP algorithm is proposed: 

j,:-+1 = jr:exp ([ ~ 9j -1] * hO) 
1 1 (in * h)j 1 , 

if (n modulo No) = n -1 then 

jn+1 = median filter(Jn+1) (4.17) 

In words, the current estimate is median filtered every No iterations. It is expected 

that this technique will retain (approximate) data consistency, via the Poisson MAP 

correction term, while null objects will be suppressed as they emerge. It is known 

from empirical evidence that null objects initially have relatively low amplitude and 

low frequency (as compared to their amplitude and frequency at convergence). From 

this, we conclude that a smaller median window size will be able to suppress null 

objects if the filter is applied in the proposed manner. 

No analysis has been performed to determine optimal values for No and the median 

window size, if indeed such optimal values exist. It is heuristically argued that there 

is no need to apply the median filter after each iteration of Poisson MAP, because it 

takes tens of iterations for null objects to emerge. We have found, empirically, that 

application of the median filter every 10 to 20 iterations is effective in suppressing 

null objects at step edges. Refer to the results presented in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. 

We again use heuristic arguments to select a median window size. Since our goal 

is improved image resolution and since median filters tend to remove details that 
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are smaller than half of the number of pixels in the filter window, we would like the 

median filter window to be small. Since, as noted, null objects emerge over time, a 

small window should be effective in their suppression. Our empirical results indicate 

that a 3x3 window is effective in suppressing artifacts in smooth areas and induces 

little or no degradation in detailed areas, provided that the object does not contain 

isolated point sources. For this reason, we recommend use of a 3x3 median filter, 

although if smooth areas in the object can be accurately located from the data, it 

would be beneficial to use a larger window size in such· areas. 

Finally, we must address the presence of point sources in the object. Simulation 

results demonstrate that an object consisting entirely of point sources can cause the 

algorithm (4.17) to oscillate. Specifically, isolated point sources emerge with itera

tions of the Poisson MAP estimator, and the points are suppressed with each appli

cation of the median filter. The only apparent way to accommodate point sources 

within the median filter approach is to detect their (potential) presence and then 

disable the median filter in these regions. In other words, the median filter must be 

selectively applied based on the data and/or the current object estimate. 

Several recent works (cf. [53], [82], and [83]) suggest that data dependent modifica

tion of the restoration process is necessary to maximize the benefit of regularization. 

We follow these authors in using local statistics as the basis for adaptation. As the 

median window is scanned across the image, if 
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where /li,; is the mean over a P x P window of (i,j) and O"i,; is the standard deviation 

over the same area, then replace ir; with the median value in the window. Otherwise, 

leave it; as is. It is expected that P should be on the order of 5 to 7 pixels and [( 

should be greater than 1 so that the median filter will be applied at step edges 

but not at point source locations. Examples of the data-dependent median filter 

regularization are provided in Chapter 5. 

4.3 Pre-filtering With a Resolution Kernel 

Snyder, et.al. [8] introduced the concept of a "resolution kernel" in an attempt to 

reduce noise and edge artifacts associated with the EM algorithm. West,et. al.[84] 

introduced the "constrained PSF" to achieve similar objectives for the Poisson MAP 

super-resolution algorithm. The published results indicate resolution improvement 

with little or no presence of artifacts. However, little quantitative guidance has been 

given for determining appropriate resolution kernels for specific applications. In this 

section, we use the results from null object analysis to derive desirable forms for 

resolution kernels and to explain the manner in which the resolution kernel allows a 

trade-off between resolution improvement and artifact suppression. 

The principle behind the resolution kernel is that ringing artifacts are introduced 

because of excessive "greed" in sup~r-resolution algorithms. Specifically, most super

resolution techniques attempt to estimate the object, and hence attempt to accom

plish unlimited bandwidth extension (due to the unlimited bandwidth of the object). 
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In the absence of a-priori information, restoration of arbitrarily fine detail is made 

impossible by the presence of null objects. There is, therefore, no reason to pursue 

arbitrarily large bandwidth extension. The mechanism for constraining greed is to 

attempt to restore to a blurred version of the original object. The blur function used 

in this context is referred to as the resolution kernel. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the data relationships for super-resolution with a resolution 

kernel pre-filter. In this formulation, the goal of super-resolution is to obtain a best 

estimate for d, the "desired" function given -the image 9 and the PSF h. The function 

denoted r is the resolution kernel and results in d being a blurred version of the object. 

Of course it is necessary for the blur induced by r to be less than that caused by h 

so that some degree of restoration (bandwidth extension) may be realized. Finally, 

the filter q is determined by the choice of r such that the relationship 

j = O,1, ... ,N-1 ( 4.18) 

is satisfied. 

For this restatement of the super-resolution problem, the appropriate form of 

the Poisson MAP super-resolution algorithm is obtained directly by substituting q 

for hand d for f in (4.13). If 9 can be accurately restored to d, then a goal of 

super-resolution will be accomplished, namely, to obtain an image of the object (via 

post-processing) that is equivalent to one acquired through a larger diameter (higher 

resolution) instrument. We proceed to develop a method for choosing the resolution 

kernel so that an artifact-free estimate of d is obtained. 
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Since the resolution kernel is a low-pass filter, we must prescribe a method for 

determining its cutoff, W r , and its passband characteristic. We wish to make Wr as 

large as possible, so as to obtain maximum resolution, subject to the constraint that 

null objects are suppressed in the solution d. Recall from (3.25) that no admissible 

null objects exist if We > w·. The only variable under our control in (3.25) is the 

sampling frequency Wi! (through the pixel size that defines X). If we reduce Wa by 

subsampling to frequency w~, it is possible to obtain a new value of w*, denoted 

w·(w~), such that We > w·(w~). When the sampling rate is reduced, the size of a pixel 

is correspondingly enlarged. We are effectively solving the problem at a different 

scale. What form does the object take at this new (larger) scale? The object cannot 

be uniquely defined on such a scale due to the well known problem of spatial aliasing. 

To control aliasing, we must (conceptually) pre-filter f( n) in conjunction with the 

change of scale. Such a pre-filter is readily available in the form of r(n}. (We use the 

notation Ie n) to indicate that I is a indexed on an array with spacing proportional 

to l/wi!. The index n' will correspond to array spacing proportional to l/w~.) The 

procedure for choosing Wr is now clear: 

• Determine the highest sampling rate w~ such that We > w*(w~) 

• Set Wr = w~/2 
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The Poisson MAP algorithm is then applied to g(n') and q(n'), and the estimate 

den') is expected to be artifact-free. Finally, the estimate den') is interpolated back 

to the original scale of the image. 

Given a prescription for choosing W r , we now consider the functional form of r. 

We perform the analysis in the continuous domain for simplicity. There are several 

constraints that rex) must satisfy. Foremost, rex) must be real and non-negative for 

all x lest we attempt to restore to an object d(x) that contains complex or negative 

values. Next, from (4.18) we have the relationship 

H(w) 
Q(w) = R(w)' (4.19) 

It is apparent that R(w) must take some non-unity values within the system passband 

or else q( x) will be identical to h( x) and nothing will be different from the basic 

Poisson MAP algorithm. This shows that some passband restoration performance 

must be sacrificed for the guarantee of null object suppression. Finally, let us simplify 

the problem by assuming R( w) has zero phase. This is a useful restriction in that 

phase distortion in the object estimate is undesirable. To summarize, we seek a real 

valued, non-negative kernel with zero phase and some attenuation in the passband. 

We would like the attenuation to be minimized subject to the other constraints. 

An ideal LPF with cutoff Wr would introduce no passband attenuation. We define 

the distortion induced by the resolution kernel in terms of the total deviation of R( w) 
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from the ideal LPF, that is 

f W" 

distortion = -w,. 11 - R(w)ldw. (4.20) 

Now, since rex) is non-negative, it can be expressed as 

rex) = ).2(X), (4.21) 

where ).( x) may take positive and negative values. Since r( x) is real, R{ w) is Hermi-

tian and IR(w)1 is an even function. Taking the Fourier transform of (4.21), 

R(w) = A(w) * A(w). ( 4.22) 

Since IR{w)1 is even, IA(w)l is even and R{w) is the deterministic autocorrelation of 

A(w). From this, the (one-sided) bandwidth of A(w) must be w .. /2. Note also that 

we desire IR(O)I = 1 for photon conservation, and since R(w) is an autocorrelation, 

R(w) < R(O) = 1, (4.23) 

Using (4.23), (4.20) can be simplified to 

fW" 

distortion = -Wr [1 - R(w)]dw. (4.24) 

By maximizing the area under R( w), the distortion induced by the resolution kernel 

is minimized. 

Applying the well known [2] area preservation property of the convolution integral 

to (4.22), we find 

Wr [ wr/2 ]2 lwr R(w)dw = lwr/2 A(w)dw 
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Thus, the area under A(w) must be maximized to maximize the area under R(w). A 

solution to the following problem yields the "optimal" resolution kernel 

max 
A(",) 

f ",,./2 A(w)dw 
-",,./2 

subject to J~:t,.~2IA(w)12dw = i 

where the constraint (4.25) is needed to ensure IR(O)I = 1. 

(4.25) 

While this problem may be solvable by the Lagrange multiplier technique, we 

simply infer the answer and verify correctness by formal proof. We claim that the 

optimal resolution kernel transfer function is 

{ 
1-~ 

R*(w) = 0 1",,.1 
otherwise. 

(4.26) 

and the resolution kernel is a sinc2 function. The associated form of A*(w) is a 

rectangle function of amplitude l/wr in the interval [-wr /2,wr /2]. 

PROOF: 

Assume that there exists some function N(w) =/: A*(w) such that the area under 

N(w) is greater than the area under A*(w) and the energy of A'(w) equals 1. We can 

express N (w) as 

A'(w) = A *(w) + E(W) (4.27) 

where E( w) may take positive and negative values. Substituting (4.27) into the ob-

jective function and using our initial assumption, 

1

",,./2 1",,./2 1",,./2 
N(w)dw = [A*(w) + E(w)Jdw > A*(w)dw 

-",,./2 -",,./2 -",,./2 
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which impiies 

jWr/2 

-wr/2 
f(w)dw > O. (4.28) 

Since N(w), as defined by (4.27), satisfies the constraint (4.25), we have 

(4.29) 

No function f{W) satisfying both (4.28) and (4.29) can exist. Therefore, any N(w) "# 

A*(w) such that the energy of A'(w} equals 1 must induce at least as much passband 

distortion as the function A*(w). • 

Even though we now have a prescription for selecting a resolution kernel, there is 

a flaw in our development. vVe have assumed that w·{w~) can be determined for any 

object. However, w* is a function of the object extent X. Once the object is blurred 

by a resolution kernel, it no longer has finite extent, and so X is not defined. In 

practice, one must measure some "effective" object extent on the subsampled object 

plane. For instance, if the spatial extent of the resolution kernel is considered to be 

the width of its main lobe, then the effective extent of d is X + 21r /wr • 
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4.4 Regularization via Edge Preserving Smoothness Constraints 

Regularization, in the sense formalized by Tikhonov, is a method for transforming 

an ill-posed (i.e., under constrained) problem into a related well-posed problem. The 

solution to the well-posed problem should yield "meaningful answers and approxima-

tions to the given ill-posed problem" ([67] pg. 8). Tikhonov regularization requires 

one to choose a regularization operator, q>(.) (sometimes referred to as the stabiliz-

ing functional), and a regularization parameter a. Once these choices are made, the 

regularized image restoration problem is typically written as 

where J (', .) is chosen as 

j = argmin{J(g,J) + aq;(f)} 
f 

J(g,f) = I/g - h * 11/2 

(4.30) 

(4.31 ) 

If the criterion function J is chosen as in (4.31), it is referred to as the data consistency 

term. It is seen that the parameter a weights the solution in favor of one of the two 

(usually) confiicting criteria of consistency or regularity. In the case a = 0, the 

solution to (4.30) will be the least square error estimate. This estimator is referred 

to as the "Pseudo-Inverse" filter ([50], pg. 299), and is known to lead to restoration 

results which contain ringing artifacts. For a = a and 

J(g, f) = E[lIg - h * 11/ 2
] 

one obtains the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate of j, or the Wiener 

estimate if the estimator is constrained to be linear. 
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In order to more easily understand the role of a and CP, we recast (4.30) in the 

form of a constrained optimization problem: 

mm 
J 

subject to J(g,j):5 El 

(4.32) 

where El is a constant. By the Lagrange optimization technique, it is seen that j in 

(4.30) is the solution to (4.32) (assuming that 1/a is the Lagrange multiplier). Note 

that we are essentially treating the constraint as an equality. This is acceptable, 
- -

since the constraint is expected to be tight (hold with equality) for any problem we 

encounter. In the form (4.32), we recognize that the minimum-norm least square 

(MNLS) estimate is obtained by choosing 

([50], pg. 300) and the constrained least square (eLS) estimate [51] is obtained by 

choosing 

where C is a smoothness (or roughness) measure. The derivation of the MNLS and 

CLS estimates both use (4.31) as the form for J(g, j), however, the form (4.32) allows 

many possible choices for <P and J. It is also true that (4.30) is the solution to the 

constrained optimization problem 

min 
f 

subject to 

J(g,j) ( 4.33) 

( 4.34) 
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(i.e., (4.30) supplies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (see [85]) for (4.32)) and 

(4.33)). The only difference between (4.32) and (4.33) is the value of the Lagrange 

multiplier at optimality. The form (4.33), (4.34) is more useful for the ensuing deriva-

tion of a constrained MAP estimator. 

Recall that the Poisson MAP super-resolution algorithm is an iterative solution 

to the unconstrained optimization problem 

j = arg max{lnpUlg)}. 
f 

We can directly relate the log a-posteriori density with the criterion function' J(g, J). 

In fact, we have already noted that the correction term in the iterative solution is a 

function of data consistency (in (4.16), Cj ~ 0 as ff,] ~ gj). In a manner similar to 

CLS estimation, we introduce ~U) as a smoothness constraint on the estimate. We 

then seek a solution to the problem 

j = argmax{lnpUlg) - a<P(f)} 
f 

(4.35) 

where the smoothness constraint is subtracted because were are constraining a max-

imization of the criterion function. We refer to a solution of (4.35) as a constrained 

Poisson MAP estimate. Henceforth, cp(J) is referred to as the constraint function 

instead of the less descriptive regularization operator. a is referred to as the regular-

ization parameter even though the literature typically reserves the term "regulariza-

tion" to the problem (4.30) with J as in (4.31). Since the constraint will be chosen 

in an attempt to regularize the estimate, we feel justified in this nomenclature. It 
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is important to note that (4.30) is exactly the "energy" function, with a particular 

choice for <p(.), often used in image restoration by simulated annealing. Indeed, the 

general problem formulation for many image restoration procedures is the same. The 

differences are in the choice of user specified functions (e.g., the prior density on the 

object, the method for choosing <p and a), and the numerical optimization technique. 

To solve (4.35), we proceed as in the development of the unconstrained Poisson 

MAP algorithm to determine an iteration sequence. (We use two-dimensional index-

ing to highlight the structure of the constraint function.) Differentiating the objective 

function in (4.35) with respect to !i,h we obtain 

a a a + .. lnp(flg) - a + .. aif!(J) 
J'~ J'~ 

(4.36) 

The first term in (4.36) yields the result (4.12). We apply the same technique used 

in deriving the unconstrained Poisson MAP estimator to obtain the iteration 

f~n+l - f- ([ gij 1 h a ;r.,.(in)) ij - ijeXp A - 1 * ij - a!:l + .. '.i' J , Un * h)ij vJ'J 

i = 1, ... ,N j = 1, ... ,M ( 4.37) 

Equations (4.37) are referred to as the constrained Poisson MAP (super-resolution) 

algorithm. 

In addition to the selection of J, which has been discussed in section 4.1, applica-

tion of the constrained Poisson MAP algorithm requires selection of <P, and a. This 

is addressed in the following subsections. 
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4.4.1 Selection of the Smoothness Constraint iP(f) 

The choice of a smoothness constraint function is governed by prior knowledge of 

the ensemble of objects to be estimated. For example, if the object is expected to be 

a sample from the ensemble of isolated point source objects, it would be best to use 

the unconstrained Poisson MAP algorithm. In this case, the object prior correctly 

assumes no pixel-to-pixel correlation. 

Most natural scenes consist of some aggregation of isolated point (line) sources, 

object boundaries or other edges, texture, and constant intensity regions. OI.J.e would 

like the optimization (4.35) to reflect this model. As stated, point sources are ac

commodated in (4.35) by the uncorrelated prior p(f). Texture often exhibits the 

noise-like attributes of high frequency and iow power. For this reason, we do not 

attempt to incorporate texture into the object model. This leaves the problem of 

modeling constant intensity regions and edges. For this task, we apply an "edge 

preserving smoothness constraint" (cf. [86], [78]). 

A smoothness constraint is one which constrains the neighboring pixels in the ob

ject estimate to have similar intensity values. Thus, smoothness measures inherently 

require application of some neighborhood process. Differential operators and local 

variance measures are common choices for smoothness measures. For example, Hunt 

[51] chose a Laplacian kernel in his development of the CLS algorithm. The differ

ence between neighboring pixels is also a common choice for the smoothness measure 

[78], i.e. a discrete approximation to the first derivative in the i and j directions. 
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Let us consider the later measure for illustrative purposes. If an object region is not 

smooth, then the first difference between adjacent pixels is likely to be large. The 

object estimate should be modified such that this large difference is reduced. This 

reflects prior knowledge that the image contains constant intensity regions. At ob-

ject boundaries or other edges, the first differences will also be large, in fact, these 

differences will be among the largest in the object estimate. Penalizing the presence 

of these large differences would be counter to the prior knowledge about the true 

object. An edge preserving smoothness constraint confronts this problem by apply-

ing a non-linear scaling to the smoothness measure. Selection of this nonlinearity is 

discussed in Section 4.5.1.2. 

4.4.1.1 Selection of Smoothness Measure 

If we consider linear smoothness measures, we can express the nonlinearly trans-

formed smoothness measure as 

¢(L: hs(i - e,j - TJ)f(e, TJ) = ¢(hs * f) (4.38) 
~.71 

where hs, the kernel of the smoothness measure, affects the necessary neighborhood 

transformation, and where ¢(.) is a pointwise non-linear transformation of the con-

volution result. Differentiation of (4.38) for use in (4.37) yields 

f) 
81 .. a¢(hs * f) = ahs * ¢'(hs * f) 

=.J 
( 4.39) 
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In choosing hs, we wish to impose similarity over the smallest possible distance. This 

will allow restoration of finer details and should prevent the mottled appearance seen 

in some smoothness constrained restorations. It is seen that the differentiation (4.39) 

results in the smoothness constraint neighborhood size being doubled. For example, 

if hll is a 3 x 3 kernel, then a 5 x 5 pixel area will contribute to the penalty at pixel 

(i,j). We thus choose hll to be a first difference, due to its minimal spatial extent 

and its computational simplicity. 

We denote the basic smoothness measure as </>(dm •n ) where dm •n = Ai - fm.n and 

(m, n) is a pixel in the neighborhood of (i,j). It is necessary that the smoothness 

measure be approximately isotropic, unless there is some expectation that object 

boundaries will be along a predominant orientation. In order to satisfy this require-

ment, the smoothness measure should be applied along all possible edge orientations. 

It is necessary that the oriented smoothness measures be combined in a way such 

that unwanted cancellation (due to sign differences) of roughness detections does not 

occur. To accommodate orientation insensitivity and prevent sensitivity to the sign 

of the measure, we require that 4>(dm •n ) be a non-negative function of dm •n , and we 

combine the directional smoothness measures as 

~(Aj) = L ¢(dm •n ). 

(m,njE1J 

Due to the effects of the convolution in (4.39), it is seen that a 3 x 3 smoothness 

penalty can be affected by choosing the neighborhood TJ to be the "causal" neighbors 



of pixel (i,j). That is, let 

Applying this constraint to the entire image array, we obtain the problem 

max 
f 

subject to 

InpUlg) 

L [4>(di - 1•i ) + 4>(di - 1•i - 1 ) + 4>(di •i - 1 ) + 4>(diH•i - 1 )] ~ E2 • 
i.i 
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(4.40) 

Performing the differentiation indi~ated in_ (4.37), we obtain the iterative form 

i = 1, ... ,N j = 1, ... ,M (4.41) 

where TJ is the eight-connected pixel neighborhood of (i,j), and f3 = +1 for causal 

neighbors and -1 for acausal neighbors of (i,j). This is the specific form of con-

strained Poisson MAP algorithm that we recommend for super-resolution of images 

of natural scenes. 

While we have used heuristic arguments to obtain the form (4.40) for ~(f), such 

choices of hs can be described in the theoretical framework of Markov Random Fields 

(MRF's). (Of course heuristic notions are also necessary for application of MRF's.) 

MRF's provide a means for encoding a-priori knowledge of the object correlation 

structure into a probabilistic model. Prior assumption of a spatially correlated ob-

ject is a probabilistic way of assuming that neighboring pixels have similar intensity 

values, i.e. of assuming that the object is smooth. The MRF object model is typically 
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used in a Bayesian construct as the prior probability density p(f). This prior is an 

exponential distribution (the Gibbs' distribution ) of the form 

1 -U(f) 

p(J) = -e""
Z 

(4.42) 

where we have used the notation of Gemau a!!d Geman [20] who popularized the 

application of MRF's to image restoration. It can be shown, via the Hammersley-

Clifford theorem, that any ~RF can be described by a Gibbs Distribution. 

In (4.42), T is a scalar which is the "temperature" parameter associated with 

simulated annealing, Z is a normalizing constant called the partition function, and 

U(f) is referred to as the energy function. The general form for the energy function 

IS 

U(J) = L Vc(J) 
cEC 

where Vc(J) is a function of the pixels of f in clique c and C is the set of all cliques. 

A clique is either a single pixel or a set of pixels such that each pixel in the clique 

is a neighbor of all other pixels in the set [6]. In other words, given a definition of 

a neighborhood on a pixel array (e.g., 4-connected, 8-connected), the cliques are all 

subsets of pixels such that each pixel in a subset is connected to every other pixel in 

the subset. 

The chosen observation model, p(glf), is combined with the MRF prior (4.42) in 

the same manner as in (4.7), and a numerical optimization procedure (e.g., EM or 
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simulated annealing) is applied. In this way, one obtains a particular type of MAP 

estimator. 

In practice [78], [6], the MRF is defined for cliques of first- and/or second-order, 

as illustrated in Figure 4.3. That is, the prior correlation strt:.cture is defined for 

perpendicularly and/or diagonally adjacent pixels. The zero-th order clique of pixel 

(i,j) is the pixel itself. It is clear from our development that the constrained Poisson 

MAP algorithm is a particular realization of a MAP estimator with an MRF prior. 

Indeed, the Poisson object model prior of (4.2) is an exponential form defined for a 

zero-th order clique. The smoothness constraint (4.38) defines an energy function on 

cliques of arbitrary order depending on the choice of the kernei ns. ,\Vithin this the

oretical background, the specific kernel function is completely arbitrary and depends 

only upon what one wishes to assume about the spatial correlation of the object. 

The constrained Poisson MAP algorithm (4.41) affects a maximization of an MRF 

based posterior density by maximizing the function 

In{p(flg)} - a<P(f) - In{p(glf)} + In{p(f)} - a<P(f) 

- In{p(glJ)p(f)exp{ -a<P(f))}. 

One can interpret the product p(f)exp{ -a<P(f)) as the object prior. The first term 

describes the mean intensity distribution in terms of the zeroth order clique, and the 

second term describes the correlation among neighboring object pixels. The function 

<P(.) is an energy function describing the correlation among causal neighbors. 
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4.4.1.2 Selection of "Edge Preserving" Nonlinearity 

The function ¢> is a pointwise nonlinearity that operates on the roughness measure-

ment. This nonlinearity has been used [78], [61 to protect sharp discontinuities from 

the suppression imposed by the smoothness constraint. Such discontinuities may be 

boundaries between individual objects in a scene or may be due to shadows, within-

object color boundaries or several other natural phenomena. Of particular interest 

to us are the support boundary of an object and the discontinuous "boundaries" of 

a point source. Since such discontinuities are the primary source of high frequency 

spectral energy in an object, it is important that a smoothness constraint does not 

suppress these very entities that we are trying to recover. ¢>' must be chosen such 

that roughness of small magnitude that is dispersed over a region is suppressed and 

highly localized "roughness" of large magnitude retained. Thus, ¢>' should assume a 

shape similar to those shown in Figure 4.4. 

A specific choice of </l is largely motivated by heuristics. One would like the 

magnitude of ¢>' to increase rapidly from zero so that null objects are penalized as 

they emerge. After ¢>' reaches its extremum, it is not clear whether it should return 

to zero slowly or rapidly. Our empirical findings indicate that two forms of ¢>' offer 

satisfactory edge preservation while suppressing the ringing due to null objects, these 

are: 

( 4.43) 
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and 

lui E [0,20] 
otherwise. 

(4.44) 

The subscripts in (4.43) and (4.44) stand for "Geman-McClure" and "quadratic", 

respectively. The functions have been normalized such that the peak value of if>' 

is unity. This normalization decouples the shape of if>' (controlled by "Y) from the 

weighting of the smoothness constraint (controlled by a). Ideally, one would set 

"Y based on the magnitude of anticipated step edges. The if>'(h3 * f) curve should 

approach zero when f is a step edge. One can manually set "Y by examining tJ:1e pixel 

values near object boundaries, or one may use a simple automatic technique based 

on an edge detection filter. 

4.4.2 Selection of Regularization Parameter 

A substantial body of literature exists on the setting of regularization parameters 

for image restoration. In most cases, a is selected experimentally [53] or as a function 

of noise variance [87J. In our development, a is a Lagrange multiplier and its value 

should be set so that the constraint in (4.34) is satisfied with equality. Unfortunately, 

there is seldom any prior knowledge of the true value of E2 in (4.34). Furthermore, 

we find that a must be used for more than just suppression of ringing artifacts. If 

the image data are noisy (i.e., if the photon emission rate in the object plane is low), 

the unconstrained Poisson MAP jEM algorithm is ineffective in suppressing noise. It 
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is therefore desirable to employ Q for noise suppression as well as ringing reduction. 

Fortunately, noise artifacts must also be oscillatory for 9 to be consistent with g. 

The <// term (Le., the smoothness term) in (4.41) detects oscillatory artifacts in 

the neighborhood of Ai. Combining this term with the correction term should move 

the estimate away from a solution that contains artifacts. If the smoothness term 

accurately measures artifacts and nothing else, then a single value for a should be 

usable for all areas in the image. If Q is chosen too large, then distortion may be 

introduced at an edge and if Q is- too small, the artifacts may not be sufficiently 

suppressed. 

We apply Miller's regularization technique (d. [87]) to generate a suitable value 

of Q. At optimality, there exist some unknown scalars 1<* and Ei such that 

In {p(f* 19)} = 1<* 

and 

~(f*) = E;. 

Any admissible estimate must therefore simultaneously satisfy 

In{p(jlg)} > J{* 

~(j) < E; 

( 4.45) 

( 4.46) 

where 1(* and Ei are to be determined. Notice that 1<* < 0 since the log of any 

probability measure must negative. Multiplying (4.46) by 1(*/ Ei and adding to 



(4.45) results in 

In{p(jlg)} + (K* / Ei)Cf!(j) > 2K*. 

The left hand side of (4.47) is exactly (4.35) with 

K* 
0'=--Ef 
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(4.47) 

( 4.48) 

For any values of 1(- and Ei, the constraints (4.45) and (4.46) will be satisfied by 

the maximization. Our problem now is to determine values of these parameters such 

that a suitable estimate j is obtained. 

First notice how setting Q as in (4.48) enables a trade-off between the criterion 

function and the constraint. If IK! is large relative to E2 , then a is large. Hence the 

constraint will be highly weighted relative to the criterion function. This is consistent 

with the fact that if II(I is large in (4.45), then j can be chosen such that lnpellg) 

is comparatively small while still satisfying (4.45). The opposite relationships hold 

if E2 is chosen large relative to 11(1. In this case, a large value of E2 places a less 

restrictive constraint on roughness, thereby allowing a rougher estimate to satisfy the 

constraint. Reducing the value of a has exactly this effect. 

The prescription (4.48) for calculating Q is, unfortunately, a function of the object 

f. We recommend calculating a based on some initial estimate of f and then using 

this value of a in the constrained algorithm to obtain the super-resolved estimate. 

An initial estimate of f may be obtained from a number of sources. For instance, 

one could apply a \¥iener filter or any other LSI restoration procedure to g. In 
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our tests, we use the unconstrained Poisson MAP algorithm to obtain an initial 

estimate, compute a value of Q from this estimate, and then apply the constrained 

MAP algorithm to the image. While this is a time consuming way in which to choose 

Q, it serves to validate the method for setting Q. 

Finally, we consider the computations required to evaluate lnp(ilg). From (4.2) 

and (4.5) we have 

lnp(jlg) = 2]gilngi - gi - gilngi + gil + 2)jjlnjj - jj - jjlnjj + jj] (4.49) 
• j 

where 9 is computed from j. We have no knowledge of 1 in (4.49), but we ~an (as a 

first approximation) assume that the estimate j is close to the mean value j. This 

is analogous to an ML estimate of the mean. Making this approximation in (4.49), 

the sum over j goes to zero. Thus, lnp(jlg) is approximated by the log likelihood 

lnp(glj)· 

4.5 Summary of Regularization Approaches 

At this point, let us summarize the suggested approaches for suppressing artifacts 

in super-resolved imagery. We have suggested using median filters, resolution kernels, 

and a Poisson MAP algorithm with smoothness constraint. We find empirically that 

the median filter is effective at suppressing edge ringing in high SNR imagery at 

the cost of smoothing point (or line) details in the object. The resolution kernel 

suppresses most all artifacts, but also results in a substantial loss of detail in the 
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restoration. The resolution kernel is the most conservative estimate in the sense 

that what one sees in the restored image is almost certain to be indicative of the 

true object. However, it is usually preferable to use a less conservative algorithm 

and let the human observer (with a wealth of prior knowledge of the scene that is 

difficult to codify) decide what detail in the restoration is potentially artificial. Our 

empirical results indicate that the constrained Poisson MAP algorithm offers the best 

combination of artifact suppression and detail recovery. This algorithm is effective 

in suppressing ringing and noise induced artifacts, provided that the parameters a 

and I are chosen properly. This algorithm tends to smooth point details, but is more 

robust than the median filter regularizer for imagery with low or moderate SNR. 

As mentioned previously, other authors have proposed methods related to our 

constrained Poisson MAP algorithm. First consider the recent work of Geman and 

Reynolds [78]. The optimization problem in [78] is (written to be consistent with our 

notation) 

where 

1t(j) = 119 - j * hll 2 + a L: ¢>(D!(])/I). 
c 

The function D~ is the k-th order derivative approximation on clique c. For exam-

pIe, D~ is the first difference on horizontal and vertical neighboring pixel pairs. The 

order k is used to successively refine the estimate j. An estimate P is generated 
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by minimizing 1t1 using simulated annealing. The prior object model for this esti

mate assumes that the object consists of constant intensity regions separated by step 

discontinuities. The estimate generated from this model is used as a starting point 

for minimization of 1t2 , which models the object intensity field as a set of planes at 

arbitrary slope. By judicious choice of parameters, it is possible to retain the step 

boundaries present in ]1 while refining the estimate to include planar characteristics. 

Geman and Reynolds recommend using the sequence {k = 1, k = 2, k = 3}, or in 

some cases, {k = 2,k = 3}. 

The work of Geman and Reynolds differs from ours in several ways. The idea 

of using higher-order object models is clearly beneficial. We have found that the 

constrained MAP algorithm has difficulty in recovering planar objects in that the 

estimator fits the sloping plane with a stepwise approximation. However, we see no 

reason why a such higher-order models could not be incorporated into the constrained 

MAP construct. We believe that constrained MAP algorithm is advantageous in that 

we use a probabilistic observation model and a prior density that includes the zero-th 

order clique. Use of the Poisson prior allows recovery of single pixel detail that may 

not be recoverable using the Geman and Reynolds approach. 

M~!"e closely related to our work, in terms of problem formulation, is the paper 

by Levitan and H~rman [7J which presents a "MAP EM algorithm" for emission 

tomography. These authors introduce a Gaussian object prior into the EM algorithm 
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with the goal of suppressing oscillatory artifacts. The objective function is 

myx{p(glf) + exp [-0:/2U -If R-1U -1)] 

where (l/o:)R is the covariance matrix of the Gaussian prior. The iterative MAP EM 

algorithm is derived under the assumption that R is diagonal, i.e. f is statistically 

uncorrelated. This corresponds to using only the zero-th order clique in the prior 

model. The "correlation" in f is modeled by choice of J. While this approach 

is effective in suppressing artifacts, we feel that using 1 as the correlation model 

requires much more prior knowledge than is typically available. If coarse choices of 

1 are used (for example, the image or a stepwise fit to the image), we believe that 

the ability to recover object detail will be compromised. For example, our suggested 

use of 1 for noise suppression is effective in smonth regions at the expense of any 

potential for detail recovery in regions deemed (a-priori ) to be smooth. 

Finally, we consider the generalized expectation maximization (GEM) MAP al-

gorithm developed by Hebert and Leahy [6]. Due to the similarities between the 

(unconstrained) Poisson MAP algorithm and the EM algorithm, it should not be 

surprising that Hebert and Leahy's algorithm is quite similar to our own. Hebert 

and Leahy seek a maximizer of the objective function 

max{lnp(glf) + InpU)} 
f 
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where p(J) is an MRF prior. The specific form of MRF used in [6] does not make use 

of the singleton clique. That is, prior knowledge regarding 1 has not been incorpo

rated into this algorithm. Hebert and Leahy use a first-order neighborhood in their 

experiments, but it appears that their formulation can accommodate higher-order 

neighborhoods. It is pointed out that "when used with an EM approach, correlated 

priors prohibit the existence of closed-form solutions for an EM M-step" [6], which is 

why Levitan and Herman chose a diagonal covariance matrix for p(J). To overcome 

this difficulty, a GEM algorithm is used to guarantee convergence by ensuring that 

value of Inp(Jlg) is increased at each iteration. 

While the resulting GEM MAP algorithm has the distinct advantage of proven 

convergence, it requires some rather cumbersome manipulations to maintain non

negativity and monotonicity of the sequence of log posterior probability values. These 

manipuiations take the form of a second iteration sequence after each EM iteration 

to determine a gradient ascent parameter. This parameter weights a correction to 

the basic EM update, where the correction term is the gradient of the Gibbs energy 

function. Our constrained MAP algorithm subtracts the gradient of the Gibbs en

ergy function in the exponential, thereby retaining non-negativity regardless of the 

magnitude of the correction. It appears that the monotonicity of the log posterior 

probability for our constrained MAP estimate could be ensured in a manner similar 

to that used by Hebert and Leahy. It is not clear, however, that this is beneficial so 

long as one can prove convergence some other way. The absence of a convergence 
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proof for the constrained MAP algorithm is a weakness of our approach, although 

convergence of the iterations has been consistently observed empirically. As a final 

note, we have developed a method for automatically determining cr, whereas this is 

set by trial and error in [6]. It appears that our method could be applied directly to 

the GEM MAP algorithm. 

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the relationship of Poisson 

MAP to POCS techniques, and a discussion of the bandwidth extension performance 

of the constrained MAP algorithm: 

4.6 Poisson MAP With POCS Constraints 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the POCS image restoration technique is a method 

in which the current object estimate is projected onto a succession of closed convex 

constraint sets to create a new object estimate. This new estimate becomes the 

current estimate, and the process repeats. For example, assume that it is known 

that the object is non-negative, space-limited to known interval X, and consists of 

a "smooth" irradiance distribution. Then associated projection operators P+, Pap 

and Psm can be formulated [49]. The object estimate is generated iteratively as, for 

example, 
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It can be shown that the iteration sequence will converge to an estimate which satisfies 

the constraints, if such an estimate exists. 

Two attractive features of the poes technique are: it is not necessary to formulate 

probabilistic object and observation models, and if prior knowledge can be described 

in terms of a (convex) constraint set and a projection operator, then it is guaranteed 

that the estimate will satisfy the prior knowledge. Why, then, would one choose to 

use the constrained Poisson MAP algorithm? First, the constrained MAP algorithm 

finds the minimum probability of error estimate (over an ensemble of images) of f 

such that the smoothness constraint is satisfied. Second, any poes constraints which 

are not implicitly included in the MAP algorithm can be incorporated explicitly. For 

example, it is clear that the MAP algorithm implicitly constrains the estimate to 

be non-negative. However, it may be that the MAP algorithm does not constrain 

the estimate to be identically zero outside the interval X. We can then combine the 

poes and MAP techniques to obtain the iteration 

(4.50) 

where MAP(·) is a functional notation for the constrained MAP transformation, and 

Psp is defined by 

{ 
u if x E [-X/2,X/2]; 

Psp(u(x)) = 0 otherwise. 
(4.51 ) 
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It can be shown that if the sequence of iterates from the MAP transformation con

verges, then the sequence of iterates generated by (4.50), which may include an 

arbitrary number of convex projections, will also converge [53J. 

Given formulations such as (4.50), one would conclude that the MAP algorithm 

is more general since any poes algorithm can be merged with a MAP algorithm, 

but not vice versa. Of course, if the poes algorithm and the MAP algorithm con

verge to similar solutions, the poes algorithm may prove to be more efficient. One 

area in which the poes algorithm is currently deficient is in the incorporation of 

smoothness constraints. The development of the theory of MRF's has led to several 

probabilistic models which incorporate smoothness constraints [6J [7J [78]. However, 

smoothness constraints have just recently been addressed in the poes literature [49]. 

The specific smoothness constraint presented in [49] is of limited utility to the super

resolution problem, however, because it is a low-pass filter. This form of smoothness 

constraint is analogous to the post-restoration smoothing filter discussed in Section 

4.2. Since the smoothness constraint used with the MAP estimator can actually boost 

high frequencies (as we will discuss momentarily), the MAP estimator is expected to 

exhibit superior restoration performance. 

4.7 Bandwidth Extension Performance of the Constrained MAP Algorithm 

In Chapters 3 we took a strong stand in support of defining super-resolution per

formance in terms of achievable (accurate) bandwidth extrapolation. In this chapter, 
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in which we purport to improve super-resolution algorithm performance, we have 

thus far ignored the subject of bandwidth extrapolation. We have argued in Sec

tion 4.5 that the smoothness constrained MAP algorithm exhibits the "best" overall 

performance of the regularized algorithms, so let us restrict the discussion to this 

particular algorithm. 

The analysis of bandwidth extrapolation in Chapter 3 assumes that the super

resolution algorithm makes full use of the a-priori information that the object is 

space limited and non-negative. The constrained MAP algorithm admits only non

negative object estimates due to the non-negativity of eU
• It can be argued, at least 

for low noise images, that a non-negativity constraint effectively imposes a space 

constraint on the estimate and that this space constraint is quite accurate. Since the 

form of any estimation error is oscillatory with carrier frequency greater than We, any 

estimation error would take negative values unless the modulation envelope went to 

zero quickly for Ixl > X /2. We conclude that a non-negativity constraint effectively 

imposes a space constraint on the restoration (of course the converse is not true). 

This argument implies that the boundaries of Poisson MAP super-resolved objects 

should be accurately located. This has been consistently observed empirically via 

numerous computer simulations and is also supported by the experimental evidence 

in the EM literature [7] [6]. 

It is difficult to analyze bandwidth extrapolation performance when additional 

prior "knowledge" is available in the form of an MRF object model. This is because 
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the accuracy of the restoration will depend on how closely the object matches the 

model. In Chapter 3, we make the reasonable assumption that every object matches 

the model. Experimental evidence suggests that the unconstrained Poisson MAP 

algorithm achieves the maximum possible super-resolution performance (see [26] and 

[63]). If we make the assumption that every object is drawn from a second order MRF 

distribution, it may be possible to reach some conclusions regarding extrapolation 

performance. Since this assumption is of little practical interest, we do not pursue it. 

It is found empirically that if the object consists of several constant intensity 

patches separated by step discontinuities (such as those used in [78]), then substantial 

accurate bandwidth extension is achievable. For general objects, empirical evidence 

suggests that bandwidth extrapolation performance is moderately improved and the 

visual appearance of the restoration is enhanced. See Figure 5.32. 
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In this chapter we present simulation results to complement the analytical work of 

Chapters 3 and 4. Results are provided for both 1- and 2-dimensional "images". All 

simulations were run on a Sun SP ARCstation 1 workstation or a Sun SPARCstation 

370 network server. The I-dimensional simulation code was written (by the author) 

in the PV -Wave signal processing environment language. All floating point compu

tations used double precision arithmetic. The FFT algorithm was provided with the 

PV-Wave package. The 2-dimensional simulation was written in C-Ianguage code 

provided by Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). This code im

plements the unconstrained Poisson MAP algorithm. The regularization techniques 

presented in Chapter 4 were implemented in C by the author and were integrated 

with the SAIC code. The 2-dimensional FFT routine and the Poisson random nUffi-

ber generator were taken from Numerical Recipes In C [88]. The Gaussian random 

number generator is a PV -Wave software routine. 
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5.2 Tests of Bandwidth Extension Performance 

5.2.1 Validation of Bound on We 

In Chapter 3 we developed a bound on We, the amount of accurate bandwidth 

extension expected for an arbitrary object of spatial extent X. To test the accuracy 

of this bound, one must choose a super-resolution algorithm that does not make use 

of prior knowledge of which we are not explicitly aware. For example, a Poisson 

prior may provide some information about the object beyond our assumptions of 

space-limitedness and non-negativity. For this reason, we use the POCS algorithm 

to validate the bound on We. 

Before considering the specific POCS formulation, it must be made clear what 

the bound on the value of We indicates. Given that one has no information about 

the object other than the (approximate) value of X, the image 9 and knowledge 

that all values are non-negative, the bound is the largest value of We such that the 

extrapolated spectrum is guaranteed to be accurate within T for all W E [O,we], for 

any object f. It may be that for some objects, some initial estimates, and some 

noise realizations, the actual value of We will be larger than the bound. The bound 

predicts that the extrapolation will be accurate at least to frequency We, but beyond 

We one cannot know whether the extrapolation is accurate unless one has additional 

prior information about the object. If we attempt to measure We via Monte Carlo 
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techniques, we must show that regardless of the object, the noise realization and the 

initial estimate, We is at least equal to the calculated value of the bound. 

The poes algorithm that we have used to verify the bound is the Gerchberg

Papoulis algorithm with an additional non-negativity projection applied in the space 

domain. Each plot in Figures 5.1 through 5.5 shows that the theoretical bound 

closely approximates the worst case measured bandwidth extension. Each point 

(each simulation run) on a plot represents the measured value of We obtained from 500 

iterations of the poes algorithm. Since an array of length 256 is used, the maximum 

possible value of We is 128. Observe that full bandwidth extension (we = 128) is 

achieved for several runs when X is small. 

For each run, an object with spatial extent X was selected at random. The 

intensity of each point was a draw from a uniform random number generator with 

range 0 to 3000. The object was blurred by an ideal LPF, and a Gaussian random 

vector of length 256 was added to the filtered object to obtain the image g. The 

Gaussian noise vector was zero mean, with variance of 15 "photon counts". This 

corresponds to an image SNR of approximately 20:1, where SNR is defined as 

SNR = E[j]/un • 

This is a relativeiy low SNR. The frequency domain correction step of the algorithm 

used the noise corrupted image frequency samples. 
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For most runs, the measured value of We exceeds the predicted bound (indicated 

by the solid horizontal line), as expected. Further, it appears that the bound is fairly 

tight. Measurements of bandwidth extension less than the bound are most likely 

due to either of two factors. First, the actual power in a specific noise realization 

is frequently higher than the expected noise power (Le., the ensemble average noise 

power). This would lead to less bandwidth extension than expected. Second, each 

data point was generated as the result of 500 iterations of the poes algorithm. It 

is likely that, in many cases, bandwidth extrapolation will improve with additional 

iterations. The data indicate that the bound is consistently too high for the case 

T = 6un • Note that this case applies a very loose tolerance on bandwidth extension 

accuracy, and hence results in the largest predicted value of We. Since high frequencies 

are typically the last to be restored by the algorithm, it is expected that running the 

algorithm for more iterations will correct this discrepancy. This claim is supported 

by the result shown in Figure 5.5. 

Finally, notice that as X is increased, the measured values of We cluster tightly 

about the bound. This illustrates two results expected from the analysis. First, as 

X increases, the potential for super-resolution decreases. Second, as X decreases, for 

fixed We, w* also decreases. This accounts for the fact that, for small X, several of 

the runs achieve full bandwidth extension. This is consistent with our approximate 

analysis of null objects in the discrete domain. We evaluate this analysis in a more 

systematic way in the following section. 
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5.2.2 Validation of Predicted Value of w· 

We again use Monte Carlo techniques to verify the value of w· derived in Chapter 3. 

To measure w· we seek the minimum value of We such that full bandwidth extension 

is achieved. The theory predicts that for We ::::::: w·, most simulation runs will exhibit 

full bandwidth extension, i.e. We = 128. 

Each plot in Figures 5.6 through 5.9 shows the measured values of We for 500 

iterations of the POCS algorithm. In each case, a value of T = 4un was used. In 

Figure 5.6, X = 3. The three plots show the measured We for We = 10, 14~.and 20, 

respectively. The calculated value of w· for this case is 13.6. The center plot in 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 also correspond to the case that We equals the computed value 

of w·. For the top plot in each of these figures, We is approximately .9w· and for 

the bottom plot, We is approximately 1.1w'". For the cases X = 5 and X = 9, it 

is seen that the percentage of runs in which full bandwidth extension is achieved 

increases with increasing We. Further, the computed value of w· is indicative of the 

value of We at which full bandwidth extension is achieved. For the case X = 3, 

the expected full bandwidth extension is not achieved for the computed value of 

W*. Figure 5.7a indicates that the problem is not solved by increasing the number 

of iterations. Figure 5.7c indicates that the true value of w* for X = 3 is on the 

order of 35. As stated in Chapter 3, the procedure used to estimate the value of w* 

approximates the null object spectrum by only its main lobe. When w· is relatively 

small (in this case, approximately 7r /4), it would not be surprising that sidelobes 
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of the null object spectrum need to be considered. Figure 3.6 illustrates that the 

measured value of w* for X = 3 corresponds to a condition number of the Walsh

Nielsen A matrix consistent with that observed for higher values of X. This suggests 

that our approximation of w* is inaccurate for small X. An analysis which considers 

the Walsh-Nielsen approach may provide an improved technique for estimating w*. 

5.3 Artifact Suppression Techniq~es 

5.3.1 Examples of Post-restoration Smoothing 

5.3.1.1 Application of Smoothing Filter to Restored Object 

To demonstrate the performance of post-restoration smoothing techniques on 1-D 

signals, we have selected two test objects that illustrate the strengths and weaknesses 

of the techniques. "Test object 1" consists of two rectangular pulses on a zero back

ground. The vector length is 512 pixels. "Test object 2" is also a 512 pixel vector 

with a zero background. This object has substantial point-like structure within its 

boundaries. The test objects are ohown in Figure 5.10. Each object was blurred by 

a sinc2 PSF with We = 100 on the discrete frequency index. For those cases in which 

noisy image data is used, the noise is Poisson. 

We first demonstrate the use or post-restoration smoothing to remove restoration 

artifacts. The noise-free images were restored using the unconstrained Poisson MAP 
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algorithm. Figure 5.11 shows the presence of a substantial ringing artifact in the 

restoration of test object 1. An ideal LPF with cosine rolloff was applied to suppress 

this artifact. The result in Figure 5.11 was obtained by designing the filter so that 

the cutoff corresponds (approximately) to the predicted bound on We. The width of 

the transition band (rolloff) was selected so as to minimize the occurrence of non

negative pixel values in the smoothed restoration. The smoothed restoration exhibits 

the desired characteristics of suppressed ringing without substantial loss of detail. 

There is some loss of sharpness at the right boundary of the object. 

A similar filter design was used to generate the result in Figure 5.12. This filter 

was designed such that We was approximately centered in the transition band. The 

ringing is less effectively suppressed in this case with a moderate improvement in 

sharpness at the object boundaries. If this post-restoration smoothing technique is 

used for artifact suppression (it is not recommended), one should design the filter 

such that the cutoff is approximately equal to We. 

The result in Figure 5.13 illustrates the unconstrained Poisson MAP and post

filtered restoration for test object 2. The Poisson MAP restoration does not exhibit 

ringing artifacts except at the two pixel wide feature near the left boundary of the 

object. It is seen that the post-filter is effective in suppressing this artifact. Un

fortunately, the cost is a significant negative undershoot at the left boundary of the 

object. 
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Figure 5.13: Example of post-restoration smoothing for artifact suppression. Test 
ob ject 2, We centered in transition band. 
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5.3.1.2 Use of Median Filter for Artifact Suppression 

We again use test objects 1 and 2 to evaluate the median filter technique on 1-

D signals. Recall that two parameters must be set for this technique, the median 

filter window size and the frequency of application of the median filter. Figures 5.14 

and 5.15 illustrate the effect of these parameters on restoration accuracy. For test 

object 1, restoration error decreases with increasing window length. This is expected, 

since the object consists of regions of constant intensity. Note that performance loss is 

negligible when the median filter is applied as infrequently as every fifteenth iteration. 

Figure 5.15 illustrates that if the parameters are improperly chosen, the median 

filter can cause performance degradation. Use of a large window length inhibits the 

restoration of the fine details in test object 2. The smaller window length is able to 

pass the fine structure through the filter. Since most of the object consists of details 

of about the size of the median window, the median filter offers little performance 

improvement. The median filter technique has been tested on several I-D objects. 

With a window length of 3 and an application frequency of 10, the median filter 

almost always results in a reduction of RMS restoration error. 

The median filter is also effective in suppressing artifacts when the image is cor

rupted by Poisson noise. The presence of noise allows larger amplitude and/or higher 

frequency artifacts to be introduced into the restoration. The median filter is well 

suited for suppression of this type of artifact on a fiat background, as illustrated in 

Figure 5.16. 
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The median filter based algorithm extends directly to 2-D image restoration. The 

results in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 compare unconstrained Poisson MAP restoration to 

results obtained by filtering the Poisson MAP estimate with a 3 X 3 median filter 

window. The median filter was applied after every tenth iteration of the Poisson MAP 

algorithm. The top two images in Figure 5.17 illustrate that the 2-D median filter is 

effective in suppressing the ringing artifact at object boundaries. A modest amount 

of blur is introduced (loss of resolution) by the median filter. The bottom two images 

illustrate that the 2-D median filter is also effective in hreaking up and reducing the 

intensity of the noise texture artifact induced by the Poisson MAP algorithm. Figure 

5.18 shows similar results for objects that consist only of constant intensity regions 

and discontinuous boundaries. It is apparent that the median filter technique is a 

simple and effective method of artifact suppression 

5.3.2 Examples of Applying a Resolution Kernel 

We have suggested that the resolution kernel technique offers a means to achieve 

artifact-free restoration at the exp-2TIse of loss of detail in the restoration. Results 

presented in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 illustrate the performance of the resolution kernel 

technique for 1-D signals. Figures 5.19a and 5.20a show that the unconstrained 

Poisson MAP restorations have much sharper boundaries than the resolution kernel 

restorations. However, the Poisson MAP restorations are highly erroneous relative 

to the true object. Figures 5.19b and 5.20b show that restoration via the resolution 
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Figure 5.17: Restoration of cameraman image comparing unconstrained Poisson 
MAP to median filter artifact suppression. 
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Figure 5.18: Restoration of ralph image comparing unconstrained Poisson MAP to 
median filter artifact suppression. 
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kernel technique improves the image resolution by a factor of 2.5, where resolution is 

defined as the reciprocal of the full width at half maximum of the signal (cf. [77]). 

These figures also show that the resolution kernel restoration is quite close to the 

desired signal d (labeled "resolution kernel object" in the figures). There is a modest 

amount of error in the resolution kernel restoration, most probably due to the fact 

that the object d is not space-limited as discussed in Chapter 4. If the application 

of super-resolution is such that restoration artifacts can not be tolerated (e.g., some 

astronomical and medical imaging applications), then the resolution kernel technique 

offers an appropriate restoration approach. In applications where the object is a 

natural scene, the loss of detail incurred by the resolution kernel technique is usually 

not warranted. The observer typically has sufficient knowledge of the scene to be 

able to separate artifact from truth. Also, the methods described in the following 

section are effective in suppressing artifacts in the restoration of natural scenes. 

5.3.3 Results of Regularization via Edge Preserving Smoothness Constraint 

The constrained Poisson MAP algorithm, using the edge preserving smoothness 

constraint, is parameterized by the regularization parameter 0', the edge preserving 

nonlineari ty ¢(. ), and the scaling parameter ,. Our empirical evidence indicates that 

there is little difference between using the quadratic form of <1/(') and the Geman

McClure form. The advantage of the quadratic form is that it increases at a faster 
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Figure 5.19: Restoration of Test Object 1 using resolution kernel reg· 1arization tech
nique. 
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Figure 5.20: Restoration of Test Object 2 using resolution kernel regularization tech
nique. 
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rate for low values of di,i' thereby penalizing artifacts while the amplitude is still 

low. The disadvantage of the quadratic form is that it assesses no penalty after di,i 

exceeds 2...jf. The Geman-McClure form assesses a non-zero penalty for all values of 

di,i. Of the set of test results presented herein, there is a sampling generated with 

each form of <1>(.). 

Figure 5.21 illustrates restoration of a step edge as Q is varied. These plots are 

cross-sections from the restored ralph image (the image of geometrical objects shown 

in Figure 5.18) using the constrained Poisson MAP algorithm with Geman-McClure 

nonlinearity. The upper left cross-section corresponds to the unconstrained MAP 

restoration, and exhibits the characteristic edge ringing. For Q = .1~ the artifact 

is suppressed with no distortion of the edge location. As Q is increased, the edge 

location becomes shifted to the right, as illustrated in the lower left plot. At this 

level of a, the regularization penalty is so severe that the pixel at the discontinuity 

is kept low so as to be correlated with the level of its left neighbor. As Q is increased 

further, a high frequency ringing artifact is introduced into the restoration. The 

algorithm becomes unstable in the sense that adjacent pixels are over-corrected in 

opposite directions to try to impose similarity. Adjacent pixels are alternately set 

too high and too low. 

Figure 5.22 illustrates step edge restoration for fixed Q and varying 'Y. The result 

of decreasing 'Y is quite similar to that of increasing Q. This is not surprising since 

lowering 'Y increases the penalty applied for a given value of di,i. This result illustrates 
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that the decoupling of Q' and, due to the normalization of 4>(.) has been accomplished. 

That is, one can set, based on the estimated edge amplitude and then vary Q' to 

give appropriate weight to the smoothness constraint. 

Figures 5.23 and 5.24 illustrate the above results using 2-D imagery. Note the 

edge distortion in Figure 5.23c, particularly at the corners of the triangle. Figure 

5.23d illustrates the high irequency noise artifact resulting from over-regularization. 

Figure 5.24a shows that the restoration tends to have a blocky appearance when the 

estimate is over-regularized. Figures 5.24c and 5.24d show that the regularization is 

defeated for high values of ,. 

For properly chosen values of Q' and" highly accurate restoration of step edges is 

possible. Figure 5.25 illustrates a step edge restoration taken from the ralph image. 

It is seen that for severe blur, the regularization technique is unable to completely 

suppress the artifact. However, substantial improvement is achieved over the perfor

mance of the unconstrained algorithm. 

Practical application of the constrained Poisson MAP algorithm requires a method 

for automatic parameter setting, or at least a simple manual prescription. We have 

suggested that, be set based on the magnitude of step edges in the image. This can 

be accomplished by any number of standa.rd image processing techniques. For our 

tests, we have set , manually. The setting of Q' is accomplished by our prescription 

based on Miller's regularization. We have implemented this technique using the 

Geman-McClure form of 4>(.), and results are shown in Figures 5.26 through 5.31. The 
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restoration artifacts for the blurred and noisy cameraman are substantially reduced by 

the technique. The technique is effective for both low and high SNR (Figures 5.26 and 

5.27, respectively). In particular, notice that the detail restored by the unconstrained 

algorithm is retained while the noise pattern is almost completely eliminated. The 

constrained restoration has a somewhat mottled appearance, but is generally more 

pleasing than the unconstrained result. Figures 5.30 and 5.31 illustrate that the 

technique is effective for a wide range of object detail. 

The low SNR cameraman was restored -with several different values of Ct to assess 

the validity of the technique used for automatically setting Ct. Figure 5.28 illustrates 

that the automatically chosen value of Ct produces a visually pleasing result as com

pared to other values for Ct. The variation of RMS restoration error as a function 

of a is shown in Figure 5.29. Several researchers have reported similar results for 

their specific regularization approaches [53], [87]. In terms of RMS error, restoration 

performance is relatively insensitive to the choice of Ct. It appears that our technique 

performs well from both an RMS and aesthetic standpoint. 

5.3.4 Bandwidth Extension Results for Regularized MAP Algorithms 

We have claimed that, paradoxically, the smoothness constraint actually improves 

the high frequency content of the restoration. We have not attempted to quantify 

such a performance improvement due to the dependence of restoration performance 
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Figure 5.21: Cross-sections from restored ralph image illustrating step edge restora
tion as a function of varying a. 
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Figure 5.22: Cross-sections from restored ralph image illustrating step edge restora
tion as a function of varying ,. 



UL: unconstrained Poisson MAP (a = 0) 
DR: a = .1, 1 = 32 
LL: a = .:3'1 = :~2 
LR: a = .5, 1 = 32 

Figure 5.2:3: Effect of varying a on restoration of ralph image. 
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UL: a = 1" = 5 
UR: a = 1" = 14 
LL: a = 1" = 45 
LR: a = 1" = 100 

Figure 5.24: Effect of varying I on restoration of cameraman image. 
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Figure 5.25: Step edge restoration from ralph image for well chosen values of a and ,. 



UL: object f(e,'T]) 
UR: noisy image g(x, y) 
LL: unconstrained Poisson MAP re3toration 
LR: constrained Poisson MAP restoration 
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Figure 5.26: Restoration of low SNR (peak pixel value equals 2500 counts) camera
man with automatic method for setting Q. 



UL: object 
DR: noisy image 
LL: unconstrained Poisson MAP restoration 
LR: constrained Poisson MAP restoration 
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Figure 5.27: Restoration of high SNR (peak pixel value equals 6250 cou~ts) camera
man with automatic method for setting Q. 



UL: 0: = .1,;' = 64 
DR: 0: = .15,; = 64 
11: 0: = .22 (the value computed by Miller's regularization), ; = 64 
1R: 0: = .27, ; = 64 
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Figure .5.28: Restoration of low SNR cameraman using 0: values close to the automatic 
setting. 
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Figure 5.29: RMS restoration error for low SNR cameraman as a function of Q. 



UL: object 
UR: noisy image 
LL: unconstrained Poisson MAP restoration 
LR: constrained Poisson MAP restoration 
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Figure 5.30: Restoration of ralph image using automatic method for setting 0::. 



UL: object· 
DR: noisy image 
LL: unconstrained Poisson MAP restoration 
LR: constrained Poisson MAP restoration 
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Figure .5.:31: Restoration of urban image using automatic method for setting o. 
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on the specific object intensity distribution. We show examples of the restoration im

provement to provide some practical guidance as to when the smoothness constrained 

algorithm is beneficial. Figure 5.32 compares the spectral restoration of the uncon

strained and constrained Poisson MAP algorithms. It is seen that the smoothness 

constraint substantially improves bandwidth extension for the ralph image. This 

is expected, since the prior is consistent with the object. Bandwidth extension is 

also improved for the cameraman image, since there are relatively few fine features 

and there are strong object boundaries. The least improvement is achieved for the 

urban image. This image is least consistent with the prior modeled by the smooth

ness constraint. In all three cases, however, the constrained MAP algorithm appears 

to provide improved bandwidth extension performance as compared to the uncon

strained algorithm. 
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Left to rignt: spectral restoration unconstrained Poisson MAP, spectral restoration 
const::3ined Poisson MAP, true object spectrum 
First row, ralph image; second row, cameraman image; third row, urban image. 

Figure 5.32: Spectral restoration performance for unconstrained and constrained 
Poisson MAP algorithms. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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The initial objective of this research was to understand the limits to accomplishing 

super-resolving image restoration. To some extent we have succeeded, and as usual, 

we have raised more questions to be examined. We believe that our analysis of super

resolution in terms of bandwidth extension is useful, and that a new understanding 

of the relationships of object extent and optical cutoff to super-resolution has been 

realized. 

In Chapter 3 we claimed that super-resolved restorations are correctly inter

pretable only if one can predetermine We, the largest frequency such that the band

width extrapolation is known to be accurate within some tolerance T. We have 

derived a closed-form expression for approximating We for continuous signals. Monte 

Carlo results have been presented which indicate that the approximate bound on We 

is quite accurate. Knowledge of We enables one to design post-restoration ~;mooth

ing filters such that only the portion of the restored spectrum that is known to be 

accurate is presented to the image analyst for interpretation. 

As a result of our derivation of a bound on accurate bandwidth extension, we have 

achieved a deeper understanding of the well known oscillatory artifacts that plague 

image restoration in general. We have shown that these artifacts can be effectively 
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suppressed in a variety of ways. The artifact suppression techniques illustrate im

provement in the ability to accurately extrapolate the image frequency spectrum. 

New analyses can now be pursued, pernaps in terms of the power spectrum of an 

ensemble of objects to be imaged, that attempt to bound the bandwidth extension 

accuracy of algorithms that incorporate correlated priors. 

Our study of the super-resolution problem has also revealed an interesting phe

nomenon obse~vecf when using the discrete-discrete image restoration model. It is 

found that, under certain conditions, fulf bandwidth extension (to the maximum 

frequency defined on a particular lattice) is achievable. We have made use of this 

property in designing resolution kernels for (nearly) artifact free restoration. It is 

believed that this approach is directly related to the multi-scale image restoration 

techniques currently under development. These multi-scale techniques employ a suc

cession of low-pass filters with increasing cutoff to implement the restoration. Coarse 

scale restoration (using low cutoff frequency) is accomplished first. This corresponds, 

conceptually, to using a resolution kernel with cutoff frequency much less than the 

sampling frequency on which the object is defined. Restoration at the coarse scale 

is used to constrain restoration at higher scales. This is as opposed to our simple 

interpolation procedure to project the resolution kernel restoration to the original 

object scale. 

Although image restoration and super-resolution have been studied for several 

decades, there are still challenging problems to be solved. Perhaps the aspect of 
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image restoration that is so frustrating is also what allows the research to remain so 

vital. Since no general solution to the super-resolution problem can ever be found, 

the problem will always invite further study and fresh approaches. 
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PROOF OF THE FORM OF ADMISSIBLE NULL 

OBJECTS 
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THEOREM: The function k(x) is an admissible null object if and only if it can be 

expressed as 

N 

k(x) = Lmi(X)COS(WiX + (h), i = 1, ... ,N (A.l) 
i=l 

where the functions mi(x) are chosen such that the constraints, 

f(x) + k(x) 2:: 0, 'r/X (A.2) 

k(x) = 0, 
..:t. 

Ixl>"2 (A.3) 

are satisfied, Wo is chosen such that the norm constraint, 

(AA) 

is satisfied, tPi is an arbitrary phase, and N is an integer, possibly infinite. 

PROOF: 

We first prove that if 

N 

k(x) = L mi(x) COS(Wi X + tPi)' i = 1, ... ,N 
i=l 
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where mi(x) is chosen to satisfy (A.2) and (A.3), ¢>i is an arbitrary phase, and N is 

an integer, then there exists Wo such that k(x) is an admissible null object. 

lib h(e)k(e)del = lib h(e)t.mi(e) cos (Wie + ¢>i)del 

= It.l
b 

h(e)mi(e) COS(Wie + ¢>i)del 

:5 t.ll
b 

h(e)mi(e) COS(Wie + ¢>i)del (A.5) 

For finite N and any € > 0, let €' = (€/N). Then by the corollary to the Riemann-

Lebesgue lemma, there exists Wo such that 

Hence, 

and k(x) satisfies (AA). If the mi(x) are chosen such that 

and 
N 

x 
Ixl> 2 

ILmi(x)l:5 f(x), Vx 
i=1 

then (A.2) and (A.3) are also satisfied. 

In the limit as N -- 00, the terms in the sum (A.5) go to zero in the same way that 

Fourier coefficients go to zero to assure convergence of the Fourier series. Therefore, 
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there exists Wo large enough that the "tail" of the series oi Fourier coefficients of 

h(x)mi{x) is arbitrarily small and (A.5) is less than any € > O. 

We now prove that if k( x) is an admissible null object, then it is of the form 

specified by (A.l) through (AA). From (A.3), K(z) is analytic on the entire space 

z E C, where z is the complex frequency variable in the Fourier plane. Hence, 

00 

I«z) = L an(z - z,)n 
n=O 

for any z' in C. I< (z) is a polynomial in z, and for concreteness, choose z' = O. It 

follows that d:I«z) is also a polynomial in z, and therefore has a countable. number 

of roots, i.e. the set 

d 
S = {s : dz I«z)lz=" = O} 

is denumerable. This implies that the number of relative maximal minima of I< (z) is 

denumerable. Since S is denumerable, it may be ordered such that 

where i < j, Z,) integers. 

We now use induction on the set S to prove the hypothesis, with the elements of S 

being used as the frequencies Wi. 

For the first step in the induction, let 1=1: By (AA), I«z)lz=o = 0, therefore the 

polynomial expansion of I< (z) has no constant term 

00 00 

::::} I«z) = L anzn = L anzn. 
n=O n=l 

Thus, either I«z) = 0 for all z (the trivial null object) or th6 set S is non-empty. 

If S contains exactly one element, then I< (z) is an analytic function with a unique 
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extremum at 81 > O. We can equivalently express K(z) in terms of a function M(z) 

with an extremum at the origin 

J«z) = M(z - 81). 

From the uniqueness of the Fourier transform, 

where m( x) is space limited. Since k( x) is assumed real, 

k(x) = Re{m(x)ejS!3:} = m(x) COS(WIX + <Pd. 

Note, this proves the converse of our corollary to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 

For the general step in the induction proof, let I=N: As the induction hypothesis, 

assume that if S contains N - 1 elements then 

N-l 

k(x) = E mi(x) COS(Wi X + <Pi). 
i=1 

If S contains N elements, then K(z) is an analytic function with N extrema. Hence 

we can write 

n=1 

N-l 

L anzn + aNzN. 
n=l 

By the linearity of the Fourier transform, 

N-l 

k(x) = F-1{E anzn} +F-1{aNzN }. 
n=l 
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The first term on the right hand side is an analytic function with N - 1 extrema. 

The second term is an analytic function with one extremum, hence 

N-l 

k{x) - L: mi{x) COS{WiX + <Pi) + mn(x) COS(WNX + <PN) 
n=1 
N 

- L mi{x) COS(Wi X + <Pi), 
i=1 

where m;(x) are space limited functions and 0 < WI < W2··· < WN. 

For the case N - 00, we express k( x) in the form 

00 

k(x) = L:micos(iwoX), x E [a, b]. 
;=1 

This is a special case of (AA) and is the Fourier series representation of k(x). Clearly, 

any admissible null object may be expressed in terms of its Fourier series. • 
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